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CHAPTER 1 - INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background
In today’s competitive aerospace industry, the quest for quiet has drawn
significant attention to both the interior and exterior design of an airplane. It is becoming
increasingly important in airplane design to consider noise and vibration, which now
define the quality of an airplane. Passenger comfort requirements make it critical for the
airplane designer to understand the mechanisms of noise transmission into the airplane
fuselage.

Techniques to reduce the airplane fuselage noise level, such as double wall with
insulation bags and application of damping material, are well known. However,
application of these techniques is constrained by the weight and available space of
acoustics treatment. The constraints are particularly severe for small to midsize business
jets. Noise source localization and source strengths ranking play an import role in the
design of the acoustics packages because they help the acoustic engineer to optimize the
acoustic package. To achieve this in a cost-effective manner, engineers must have a
reliable and robust noise and vibration diagnostic tool. Information thus obtained is
useful for incorporating the optimal noise reduction measures.

Modern propulsive supersonic jets produce exterior noise sources with a high
amplitude noise field and complicated characteristics, which makes them very difficult to
characterize. In particular, there are turbulent eddies that are moving through the
supersonic jet at high speeds along the jet boundary. These eddies in the shear layer
produce a directional and frequency dependent noise. There is a need for a robust,
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portable and accurate noise diagnostic tool to acquire the characteristics of an acoustic
field produced by a full-scale jet engine.

Traditionally, noise diagnostics are done through ad hoc or trial and error
approaches, or through measurement techniques that do not provide sufficient
information to make good engineering decisions. An example is the measurement of
vibration responses using accelerometers mounted on the surface or laser vibrometer
scanning of surface vibration. Another method is to measure the SPL values and spectra
at a few points around a vibrating structure. Noise diagnosis can also be performed by
using an intensity probe that sweeps over the entire source surface at very close range.
This approach is feasible only when the source surface is smooth and flat.

Combining vibration and acoustic measurement is another popular method that
can be used to measure noise. This is achieved by correlating the SPL values and spectra
in the field to the vibration responses of a structure and, in a similar fashion, correlating
the intensity mapping to the vibration responses of a structure to identify possible causes
of sound radiation of a vibration structure. Even so, the diagnostic process can be
expensive and time consuming. Moreover, vibration and acoustic responses measured
using traditional methods such as accelerometers, laser vibrometers, microphones, or
intensity probes are valid at locations of measurements only. Because of this limitation,
the results may be inconclusive and misleading.

While sound is generated by vibration, not all vibrations can produce sound.
Therefore, there may not be a direct correlation between measured sound and vibrations,
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or the conclusion drawn may be incorrect. Moreover, the measured values are discrete
and uncorrelated, so it is not possible to get a global view of a sound field.

To increase the data output capabilities of noise diagnostics, numerical methods
were devised in the early twentieth century. Due to the limited scope of computers and
daunting computation times, however, these methods were not well received. With the
introduction of more efficient and affordable computers in the eighties, an increasing
number of noise engineers started searching for methodologies that combined numerical
solutions with measurements to characterize the acoustic behavior of their products. The
most prominent method is known as Nearfield Acoustic Holography9 (NAH), which can
visualize the acoustic field in a very cost-efficient manner. NAH enables one to
reconstruct the entire acoustic field, both in the forward and backward directions. The
insight one can gain into the acoustic characteristics of a sound source from NAH cannot
be matched by any of the aforementioned traditional methods.

However, there remained many difficulties in reconstructing the acoustic field on
the source surface due to an ill-posedness problem inherent in an inverse acoustic
radiation problem. Moreover, the conventional NAH is derived for geometry whose
coordinates are separable22, such as an infinite plane, an infinite cylinder21,

24

, and a

sphere. Thus is not suitable for an arbitrarily shaped structure such as a vehicle or an
airplane. For an arbitrary surface, one approach is to use the Helmholtz integral
formulation with boundary element method (BEM)17. This BEM-based NAH23 is
advantageous for many reasons, but it has several inherent shortcomings that will be
discussed under Subchapter 1.4. These shortcomings severely limit the application of this
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methodology to diagnose airplane noise and vibrations. Over the past two decades much
progress has been made in improving the efficiency and accuracy of NAH, so that it now
allows for reconstruction of the acoustic quantities over the source surface based upon
two-dimensional acoustic pressure measurements in the field18, 25.
1.2 Holography
The terms holograms and holography were originally coined by Dennis Gabor
(known to be the father of holography) in 1947. The word hologram is derived from the
Greek words "holos," meaning whole or complete, and "gram," meaning message. Older
English dictionaries define a hologram as a document which is handwritten by the person
whose signature is attached. Since then, the definition of holography has evolved to
include applications within the field of photography as well.

In regular photography, an image is recorded on unexposed film, and the product
is the recording of the differing intensities of the light reflected by the object and imaged
by a lens. Instead, a hologram is a photographic record of an interference pattern. The
interference between an undisturbed reference light wave front (Figure 1.1a) and one
reflected by an object is photographically recorded on the hologram plate (Figure 1.1b).
Hence a hologram is an image of the constructive and destructive interference patterns of
the reflected wave front of the object (Figure 1.2). However, there is a special difference
between photography and holography, which makes holograms so unique.

If a hologram is broken or cut up, each small portion contains information about
the whole object. This is because the light bouncing from each point on the object is not
focused to a point on the film, but is allowed to spread out through space between the
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object and the film. The light thus covers a large portion of the film and interferes with
the reference beam throughout that whole portion of the film as if each point were a spray
of light, each with a certain angle of divergence. Hence, every point is coded into a large
area of the hologram. In other words, there is enough information on the two-dimensional
hologram to recreate the complete three-dimensional object.

(a)

(b)
Figure 1.1: The principle and setup for holography

Figure 1.2: Recording of interference pattern on the hologram.

With time, any methodology that aims at reconstructing the entire threedimensional field based upon finite observations on a two-dimensional plane is assumed
as another variant of holography. Thus, in modern times, the field of holography is not
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merely limited to optics. Acoustic holography, which appeared in the mid sixties4, is an
example of a similar methodology. In acoustic holography, a coherent beam of ultrasonic
waves, instead of light, is used. The resulting interference pattern is recorded with
microphones to form a hologram, which, when viewed with laser light, produces a visible
three-dimensional image. Holography has been combined with microscopy to study very
small objects; it also has industrial applications for stress and vibrational analysis.
1.3 Nearfield Acoustic Holography
Nearfield Acoustic holography1 is a methodology employed to visualize acoustic
radiation from a vibrating object by taking acoustic pressure measurements in the
nerarfield around the object. It is a forward problem if the reconstruction surface is
outside the measurement surface (away from the source), but is an inverse problem if the
reconstruction surface is inside (toward the source). For an inverse problem, only source
details greater than the acoustic wavelength can be retrieved in acoustic holography. This
Fourier transform-based approach, which was developed by William et al. (1980),
Maynard et al. (1985), and Veronesi and Maynard (1987)17, 18 is the first implementation
of Near-field Acoustic Holography (NAH). In NAH, the measurements are taken over a
two-dimensional hologram surface very close to the source surface in order to increase
the resolution of reconstruction.

NAH reconstructs the acoustic field in the entire three-dimensional field,
including the source surface, based upon near-field acoustic pressure measurements11.
Theoretically, the resolution is unlimited provided that all the nearfield effects can be
captured in the measurements22. Nearfield acoustic holography (NAH) is different from
traditional acoustic holography in that it can yield unlimited resolution by measuring all
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the nearfield information. The original NAH is developed for source geometry whose
coordinates are separable, i.e., planar, cylindrical, and spherical NAH. The solution of the
inverse problems in these techniques relies on the expansion of pressure field in terms of
a complete set of eigenfunctions corresponding to the source geometry.

For practical applications, the Fourier transform-based NAH can be performed in
steps as follows:

1. First, a coordinate system needs to be selected for a given source structure. If
this source structure is plate-like or is composed of planar surfaces, the
rectangular coordinate system should be used. If the source surface is
cylindrical in shape, the cylindrical coordinate should be used and similarly
spherical shaped sources can be reconstructed by selecting the spherical
coordinate system.
2. Once a coordinate system is selected, a measurement hologram surface is set
up conformal to the source surface to measure acoustic pressure. For planar
NAH, the measurement aperture should be at least four times the size of
source surface to ensure that sufficient information is captured9,22 .
3. In practice, the measurement distance should be kept as close to the source
surface as possible, because the spatial resolution of reconstruction of acoustic
quantities is dependent upon the measurement distance and signal to noise
ratio. Theoretically, if the desired spatial resolution in the x-axis direction is
Rx=λx/2, where λx is the wavelength of the shortest structural wave in the xaxis direction. With S/N=D, the measurement distance should be less than
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d<(RxD)/(20 π log e)22. The higher the required resolution, the shorter the
measurement distance will be and the higher the S/N ratio, the farther the
measurement aperture can be.
4. Microphone spacing is another important variable to consider. Microphone
spacing should be equal to or less than the measurement distance. If
microphone spacing is larger than that, it will result in an insufficient spatial
sampling and result in aliasing in reconstruction results.
5. Once the measurement aperture size is known and microphone spacing has
been decided, one can calculate the number of microphones needed in the
measurement array.

z > 0 half
space
zh measurement
plane
α

α

p ( x, y, z h )

zS source
plane

p ( x, y, z S )

Figure 1.3: Typical measurement setup for planar NAH.

In reality, the noise source surfaces are seldom exactly planar, cylindrical or
spherical. Fourier transform-based NAH can still be used for arbitrarily shaped structures
except that reconstruction results are only valid in a source-free region bounded by two
parallel or concentric surfaces. For exterior problem and for a rectangular source surface,
one of these two parallel surfaces will be tangential to the source surface (zs in Figure 1.3)
and the other is at infinity. This approach will not be applicable to the interior region
though, because the source-free requirement may not be met. In a similar fashion, for
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cylindrical and spherical coordinate systems in an exterior region, one concentric surface
can be the minimum surface that circumscribes the source surface, and the other is at
infinity. As previously for the rectangular surface, this methodology is not valid in the
interior region for a cylindrical coordinate system because the source-free requirement is
not met in an enclosed cylindrical surface. However, this approach is valid for the
spherical coordinate system as long as the sources are outside a maximum sphere that is
tangential to the interior surface of the cavity. Note that the reconstruction results will be
valid only inside this maximum sphere and there is no method to reconstruct acoustic
quantities on the interior source surface.

Once all guidelines are satisfied, acoustic pressure measurements are acquired
over the hologram surface and Fast Fourier transforms are taken with respect to time to
obtain spectral information for the collected acoustic pressures. Another Fast Fourier
transform is then taken with respect to the spectral variable to convert the acoustic
pressure into wave number domain. Now the measured pressure can projected in the 3D
space by using the relation

P(k x , k y , z ) = P(k x , k y , z h )e ik z ( z − z h )

(1.1)

in which P (k x , k y , z ) and P (k x , k y , zh ) are the angular spectra of acoustic pressures
computed at the measurement and a parallel surface in a source-free region, respectively.
k x and k y are the wave numbers of the structural waves in the x- and y- axis directions,
respectively, and eik z ( z − z h ) is known as the propagator for reconstructing the acoustic
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pressure. It is essentially a phase shift from the hologram/measurement surface to any
parallel plane surface. Also,

k z = k 2 − (k x2 + k y2 )

(1.2)

is the wave number in the direction of wave propagation. Note that when (k x2 + k y2 ) is
more than the acoustic wave number k, k z is purely imaginary and the amplitude of
acoustic pressure decays exponentially with distance z. These fast-decaying waves are
known as evanescent waves. These waves essentially stay on the surface and the acoustic
energy never propagates to the far-field. Since the evanescent waves decay exponentially
with distance in the far-field measurement, spatial resolution of near-field acoustic
holography is limited to the wavelength of an acoustic wave of interest28. On the other
hand, when (k x2 + k y2 ) is less than the acoustic wave number, k z is real and a propagating
acoustic wave is produced. It can then be deduced that all sound is produced by vibration,
but not all vibrations produce sound. When k = k x2 + k y2 , k z = 0 and coincidence
frequency is reached. The coincidence frequency is defined as the optimum efficiency
that is achieved when a structure is vibrating such that the wavelength of flexural waves
in the plate is equal to the wavelength of acoustic waves in the air34.

Thus, the angular spectrum at any parallel plane to the hologram surface can be
obtained by multiplying the angular spectrum at the hologram surface with the propagator
or phase shift between the two planes. Note that this is true regardless of whether it is a
forward problem (reconstruction plane away from hologram surface) or an inverse
problem (reconstruction plane towards or on the source surface, zs)33. Once we have the
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angular spectrum the acoustic pressure in frequency domain can be obtained by taking an
inverse spatial Fourier transform22,

{

pˆ ( x, y, z ) = ℑ −x 1 ℑ −y1 P(k x , k y , z h ) e ik z ( z − z h )

}

(1.3)

Once we have reconstructed the acoustic pressure, we can reconstruct the particle
velocity and acoustic intensity on any parallel surface by using Euler’s equation,



k
vˆ( x, y , z ) = ℑ −x1 ℑ −y1  P (k x , k y , z h ) z e ik z ( z − z h ) 
ρ 0 ck



in which

(1.5)

k z ik z ( z − zh )
e
is the propagator for particle velocity.
ρ 0ck

I av ( x, y, z ) =

[

1
Re pˆ ( x, y, z )vˆ * ( x, y, z )
2

]

(1.6)

in which vˆ* ( x, y, z ) is the conjugate of reconstructed particle velocity.

As shown in equations (1.1)-(1.6), once acoustic pressures are measured in the
near-field of a source structure, all acoustic quantities in the source-free region over the
planes parallel to the measurement surface, including the structural waves travelling on
the target source surface, can be reconstructed.

We can deduce similar equations for cylindrical and spherical coordinates. For
cylindrical coordinates we can write the NAH equations for reconstructing acoustic
pressure on the source surface22,
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H (1) (k r ) 
pˆ (rs , φ , z ) = ℑφ−1ℑ−z1  P(rh , φ , z ) n(1) r s 
H n (k r rh ) 


(1.7)

in which ℑφ−1 and ℑ−z 1 are inverse Fourier transforms with respect to the cylindrical φand z- axes, P (rh , φ , z ) is the angular spectrum of the measured acoustic pressure at the
hologram surface, and H n(1) (k r rs ) and H n(1) (k r rh ) are cylindrical Hankel functions of the
first kind for the source surface and the hologram surface, respectively. The particle
velocity can be calculated as


k H n′(1) (k r rs ) 
ˆv(rs , φ , z ) = ℑφ−1ℑ−z1 P(rh , φ , z ) r

iρ 0 ck H n(1) (k r rh ) 


(1.8)

In the spherical coordinate system, the acoustic pressure in the source-free region
can be reconstructed with the following equation similar to the ones used for rectangular
and cylindrical coordinates22.


h (1) (kr ) 
pˆ (rs , θ , φ ) = ℑθ−1ℑφ−1  P(rs , θ , φ ) n(1) s 
hn (krh ) 


(1.9)

in which ℑθ−1 and ℑφ−1 are inverse Fourier transforms with respect to the spherical θ- and

φ- axes, P(rs ,θ , φ ) is the angular spectrum of the measured acoustic pressure at the
hologram surface, and hn(1) (krs ) and hn(1) (krh ) are spherical Hankel functions of the first
kind for the source surface and the hologram surface, respectively. The particle velocity
can be calculated as
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1 hn′(1) (krs ) 
vˆ(rs , θ , φ ) = ℑθ−1ℑφ−1  P(rs , θ , φ )

iρ 0 c hn(1) (krh ) 


(1.10)

But all these techniques have their own inherent disadvantages. For example, the
planar near field acoustic holography can be applied only to planar surfaces29-33.
Secondly, reconstruction on arbitrary bodies using a planar hologram surface does not
yield the true picture of acoustic quantities on the surface. Thirdly, wrap-around errors
occur due to a finite size of measurement aperture in practice, leading to introduction of
artificial wave numbers that are actually not present. As mentioned earlier, these wraparound errors are substantially minimized by ensuring that measurement aperture is at
least four times as large as the source surface9, 22. Hayek and Luce’s research35 has shown
that sufficient reconstruction accuracy can be achieved even when the measurement
aperture is reduced to the same size as the source surface35.
Recently, patch NAH36-39 has been developed. It uses analytic continuation of the
patch pressure and singular value decomposition (SVD) to eliminate the need to cover the
entire source surface with one large microphone array and take small “patches” of
measurements with a smaller microphone array to scan a large object. Another aperture
effect is caused by a sudden drop in acoustic pressure level at the edge of the
measurement aperture. This effect can be alleviated by introducing a window function
that effectively suppresses the contributions from regions outside the measurement
aperture and gradually brings the amplitude of acoustic pressures to zero40. This spatial
window is also known as the Turkey window41, which uses cosine and rectangle windows
to reduce the amplitude of the acoustic pressure to zero at the edges of the measurement
aperture. Another limitation of near-field acoustic holography is that it cannot be used to
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visualize acoustic radiation from an arbitrary source such as a vehicle. In particular, it
cannot be used to reconstruct the acoustic field inside a vehicle passenger compartment
and it is valid only for an exterior, unbounded region. Another interesting discovery is the
use of measured acoustic intensity instead of acoustic pressures as input to reconstruct the
acoustic field 42.

1.4 Inverse Boundary Element Method
For an arbitrary object, one can use the Helmholtz integral theory which
correlates the radiated acoustic pressures to the surface acoustic quantities. This
Helmholtz integral formulation can be implemented using BEM. The advantage of using
the BEM-based NAH is the reduction of dimensionality of the problem by one. However,
there are several inherent drawbacks to this method. The first drawback is that the
integral equation may fail to yield a unique solution when the excitation frequency is
close to one of the characteristic frequencies of the related interior boundary value
problem (Schenck, 1968). While this non-uniqueness difficulty can be overcome by the
CHIEF method (Schenck, 1968), the efficiency and accuracy of numerical calculations
may be affected. The second drawback is its inherent ill-conditioning difficulty (Wang
and Wu, 1997) in which the measured data are not error-free. Regularization can be
achieved through singular value decomposition (SVD) to reduce the reconstruction
errors. Even with this regularization, the accuracy of the reconstruction is still limited to
the near field (Kim and Lee, 1990).

Another major drawback is that the number of measurements in the field must be
comparable to that of the nodes discretized on the large surface23. Consequently, the
effectiveness of this method can be severely hindered when hundreds (or even more) of
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the discretized nodes are used to describe the surface acoustic pressure distribution,
making practical diagnostics virtually impossible. Another disadvantage of BEM is that
to avoid aliasing and acquire certain resolution in reconstruction, one must have a
minimum number of nodes per wavelength on the surface, and take the same number of
measurements in the field. By solving a matrix equation, the pressure amplitudes at the
nodes on the surface can then be determined. Since the number of discrete nodes
increases with the excitation frequency and complexity of the source geometry, this
technique may become impractical for a finite-sized object such as a jet engine or the
airplane fuselage in the low-to-mid frequency regime. This is because the corresponding
number of measurements needed to reconstruct the acoustic pressure field would be too
large to make this process cost-effective.

1.5 Research Objective
In 1997, a new methodology named Helmholtz Equation-Least Squares (HELS)
for nearfield acoustic holography was introduced by Wang and Wu for radiation into the
exterior region of vibrating objects (Wang and Wu, 1997; Wang, 1995; Wu, 2000). The
HELS based nearfield acoustic holography was also extended to the interior region (Wu
and Yu, 1998). This method utilizes an expansion of the spheroidal functions that satisfy
the Helmholtz equation to represent the radiated acoustic pressure field. Such an
expansion is uniformly convergent because the basis functions consist of a uniformly
convergent series of Legendre functions. The coefficients associated with these basis
functions are determined by requiring the assumed form solution to satisfy the pressure
boundary condition at the measurement points. The errors incurred in this process are
minimized by least-squares method, so that the solutions obtained are unique. The
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advantages of this HELS method are that it is applicable to both exterior and interior
regions and satisfactory reconstruction of 3D acoustic fields can be obtained with
relatively few measurements. This is because the expansion functions represent a
complete set of eigenfunctions that satisfy the Helmholtz equation.

The solution of inverse problem provided by the BEM based NAH requires
discretization of the source geometry for expansion of the pressure field in terms of a
complete set of eigenfunctions corresponding to the geometry. Moreover, the number of
field measurements should be comparable to the discretized nodes on the surface. On the
other hand, HELS does not require the source geometry discretization. This greatly
simplifies the pre-processing time and also reduces the errors in the inverse solution
introduced by the source surface discretization discrepancies.

For the HELS method, the number of field measurements is no more than that of
the acoustic modes needed to reconstruct the radiated acoustic pressure field. This
number is small when an appropriate coordinate system is selected for the particular
source geometry under consideration. Furthermore, a small number of field pressure
measurements can be used to reconstruct over a comparatively larger number of
reconstruction locations, which is a major limitation in BEM based NAH methods. This
makes the data acquisition process viable and very flexible to incorporate.
In the previous experimental13, 14 and numerical14, 15 investigations, only simple
and smooth geometries were used to validate the HELS method. The present research
provides insight into the behavior of HELS based nearfield acoustic holography for
highly non-spherical vibrating structures with sharp edges and corners. This research
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centers on the development of a real-world nearfield acoustic holography tool based on
the HELS method. Use of this tool will yield an in-depth understanding of jet aircraft
noise that cannot be obtained by conventional measurement and analysis technologies.
Specifically, the engineers and designers will be able to visualize 3D images of a sound
field produced by a jet engine as well as inside the airplane on fuselage surface. By
slicing a 3D sound field at different angles and viewing it from different perspectives,
engineers will be able to correlate jet noise to a jet stream and how the noise is
transmitted into the fuselage. In particular, engineers will be able to see the frequencydependent sound source distribution and their propagation in the 3D space, and quantify
the major acoustic radiation angles and strength. The insight and knowledge thus gained
will enable manufacturers to devise more cost-effective ways to reduce jet noise and its
transmission into the fuselage, and the improved designs will lead to quieter jet engines
offering significant advantage in industry and benefits to the public.

As discussed previously, the HELS method employs an expansion of spheroidal
functions. This implies that reconstruction will be most accurate for spherical sources. On
the other hand, the vibrating structures chosen for numerical and experimental validations
are highly non-spherical in nature. Thus, this study also serves as a test of robustness and
versatility of the HELS method for general three-dimensional complex structures and its
application in the visualization of aerodynamically generated sounds.

1.6 Thesis Overview
In this investigation, the Helmholtz Equation Least Squares (HELS) method is
used for reconstruction of the acoustic field in the interior of a fuselage and around a full
scale jet engine. The results of in-flight nearfield acoustic holography measurements
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inside the fuselage of a business jet will be presented. A circumferential microphone
array will be built to take acoustic pressure measurements inside the aircraft fuselage
along the fuselage in the longitudinal direction. The measured acoustic pressures will
then be taken as input to the HELS codes to reconstruct the entire acoustic field in the
interior region. In addition, the interior cabin acoustic modes will also be reconstructed
and visualized. This experiment will demonstrate that the HELS based NAH can become
a useful tool to acquire a better understanding of the acoustic field inside an arbitrary
interior region.

Experimental validations will also be presented for an aircraft jet engine in the
exterior region. Arrays of microphones and stands will be designed and built so that
conformal measurements of sound pressures can be taken around the jet plume. Two
circular rings will be designed to hold microphone arrays. One ring is to be placed around
the inlet of the jet engine, and the other larger diameter ring is to be placed downstream.
The diameters of these rings were carefully determined so that microphones could be
placed as close to the jet plume as possible, yet without contaminations by turbulent flow
from the jet nozzle. Two rows of 31 microphones each will be created and the
microphones will be spaced at 0.077m. These two rows of microphones will then be
rotated along the circular rings at every 5.6º over a 360º range. To validate the
reconstructed acoustic pressures, benchmark pressures perpendicular to the jet flow
direction will be taken as well. Acoustic pressures will then be reconstructed in the field
perpendicular to the jet plume on these benchmark pressure locations to validate the
HELS method. Once the HELS-based NAH technique is validated, the sound field over
the measurement surface around the plume and field points will be reconstructed.
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CHAPTER 2 - THE HELS METHOD
2.1 The HELS Algorithm
Assuming the homogeneity of the medium, the acoustic pressure field is governed
by the linear and homogeneous wave equation (2.1), derived from the conservation of
mass and Euler’s equation.

r
r
1 ∂ 2 pˆ ( x , t )
∇ 2 pˆ ( x , t ) − 2
=0
c
∂t 2

(2.1)

in which the operator ∇ 2 is the laplacian sum of the second derivatives with respect to
r
the three Cartesian coordinates, i.e., the divergence of the gradient, pˆ ( x , t ) is the space
and time dependent acoustic pressure and c is the speed of sound in the medium.

Taking the Fourier transform of the wave equation and assuming steady state
conditions, one can obtain the reduced wave equation also known as the homogeneous
Helmholtz equation. The homogeneity is characterized by the zero on the right hand side,
which shows that there are no other sources in the exterior or the interior region.
r
r
∇ 2 p( x ,ω ) + k 2 p( x, ω ) = 0

(2.2)

r
in which p ( x , ω ) represents the complex amplitude of the acoustic pressure and k=ω/c is
the wave number. At the interface of surface of the vibrating object and the acoustic
r
medium, p ( x , ω ) satisfies one of the three types or their combinations of boundary
conditions.

1. Dirichlet Boundary Conditions in which the pressure is defined on the boundary
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p( x B ) = g ( x B )

(2.3a)

2. Neumann Boundary Conditions in which normal velocity is defined on the
boundary
∂p ( x B )
= g( xB )
∂n

(2.3b)

3. Mixed Boundary Conditions in which a relationship between pressure and normal
velocity exists on the surface

a ( x B ) p ( x B ) + b( x B )

∂p ( x B )
= g( xB )
∂n

(2.3c)

The HELS method is based on the assumption that the radiated acoustic pressure
from a vibrating object in an unbounded fluid medium is expressible in terms of an
expansion of certain basis functions. In other words, the solution to the Helmholtz
equation (2.2) subject to the boundary conditions (2.3) can be approximated as:

j
r
r
pˆ ( x , ω ) = ρc ∑ C j Ψ j ( x , ω )

(2.4)

j =1

r
in which pˆ ( x , ω ) is the complex amplitude of the acoustic pressure at any field point x
and angular frequency ω, ρ and c are the density and speed of sound of the fluid medium,
respectively, Ψ j are the basis functions and can be expressed in any of the coordinate
systems e.g., rectangular, spherical, elliptical, prolate, oblate etc. For brevity only the
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spherical basis functions are used in the present study and they are expressed as
expansion of spherical Hankel functions and the associated Legendre functions.
cos (mφ )
 sin (mφ )

ψ i ( x,ω ) = ψ n ,m (r ,θ ,φ , ω ) = hn (kr ) Pn,m (cosθ ) × 

(2.5)

in which hn (kr ) and Pn,m (cosθ ) denote the spherical Hankel functions and Legendre
functions, respectively, and k=ω/c is the acoustic wave number.

The coefficients Cj in Eq. (2.4) are determined by requiring the assumed-form
solution to satisfy the boundary condition pˆ ( xm , ω ) at the measurement point xm.

j

ρc∑ C j Ψm, j ( xm , ω ) = pˆ ( xm , ω ) .

(2.6)

j =0

If an N-term expansion in Equation (2.6) is used, then the total number of acoustic
modes Ψm , j ( xm , ω ) is equal to J=(N+1)2. Accordingly, there are J unknown coefficients

Cj. To solve these unknowns, M measurements must be taken (M≥J). Theoretically, if the
measured acoustic pressures pˆ ( xm ,ω ) are exact, then the assumed form solution (2.7)
converges to the true value as J → ∞ . In reality, however, this never happens because
the measured quantities pˆ ( xm ,ω ) always contain errors due either to measurement
uncertainties or to rapid decay of near field effects as it is not always possible to take
measurements close to the surface. While the former can be reduced by taking more
averages in the measurement, the latter is irreversible. To enhance the accuracy of
reconstruction, the least squares method is utilized to eliminate the first-order errors
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incurred during this process. This simple regularization technique to circumvent the illposed inverse problem is discussed in section 2.2.

In matrix form, Equation 2.6 can be written as follows

r
r
pˆ ( x; ω ) = Ψ( x; ω ) C(ω )

(2.7)

The expansion coefficients can be solved by pre-multiplying ΨH
r H r
r H r
Ψ ( x ; ω ) pˆ ( x ; ω ) = Ψ ( x ; ω ) Ψ ( x ; ω ) C(ω )

(2.8)

in which the superscript H implies a conjugate transpose of the matrix. Note that (ΨH Ψ)
forms a square (normal) matrix. The expansion coefficients can be obtained by taking a
pseudo inversion
r † r
C(ω ) = Ψ ( x ; ω ) pˆ ( x ; ω )

(2.9)

in which the superscript † indicates a pseudo-inverse matrix

[

]

-1
r †
r H r
r H
Ψ(x; ω ) = Ψ(x ; ω ) Ψ(x ; ω ) Ψ (x; ω )

(2.10)

in which

r
r
 Ψ1 ( x1 ; ω ) Ψ2 ( x1 ; ω )
 Ψ ( xr ; ω ) Ψ ( xr ; ω )
r
2
2
Ψ(x; ω ) =  1 2

M
M
r
r

Ψ1 ( x N ; ω ) Ψ2 ( x N ; ω )

r
ΨJ ( x1 ; ω ) 
r
L ΨJ ( x 2 ; ω ) 

O
M
r

L ΨJ ( x N ; ω )
L

 C1 (ω ) 
C (ω )


C(ω ) =  2 
 M 
C J (ω )

(2.11)
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r H
Ψ(x; ω )

r
 Ψ1 ( x1 ; ω )∗

r
∗
Ψ2 ( x1 ; ω )

=

M

r
∗
ΨJ ( x1 ; ω )

r
r
∗
∗
Ψ1 ( x2 ; ω ) L Ψ1 ( x N ; ω ) 
r
r
∗
∗
Ψ2 ( x2 ; ω ) L Ψ2 ( xN ; ω ) 

M
O
M
r
r
∗
∗
ΨJ ( x2 ; ω ) L ΨJ ( x N ; ω ) 

r
 pˆ ( x1 ; ω ) 
 pˆ ( xr ; ω ) 
r


2
pˆ ( x; ω ) = 

 rM

 pˆ ( x N ; ω )

(2.12)

Now we substitute expansion coefficients into the HELS formulation evaluated at the
r
measurement points xm ∈ Γ , m = 1 to M,

r
r r
r
pˆ (xm ; ω ) = G (xm x;ω ) pˆ ( x; ω )

(2.13)

r
r
in which pˆ ( xm ; ω ) is a column vector containing measured data, pˆ ( x; ω ) is a column

r r
vector of unknown acoustic pressures, and G (xm x ; ω ) is the transfer matrix that
correlates the measured acoustic pressure to the acoustic pressure at any location,
including a source surface.
r
The acoustic pressure at any field point x is given by

r
r r † r
pˆ (x ; ω ) = G (xm x;ω ) pˆ ( xm ; ω )

(2.14)

r
r
r H r
r
pˆ ( x m ; ω ) = Ψ(x m ; ω )Ψ( x; ω ) pˆ ( x; ω ) = Ψ( x m ; ω ) C(ω )

(2.15)

Recall that

As mentioned previously, in solving for expansion coefficients C(ω), we need to take
more measurement points than the expansion terms, namely, M > J. Measurements of
r
acoustic pressure pˆ ( xm ; ω ) can be taken on a conformal surface Γ enclosing the source at
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r
close range. The acoustic pressures pˆ ( xm ; ω ) on the source surface can be obtained in
r r
HELS by setting x = xn , n = 1 to N
r
r r
r
†
pˆ ( x n ; ω ) = G (x m x n ;ω ) pˆ ( x m ; ω )

(2.16)

r r
r r
†
where G (xm xn ;ω ) is a pseudo inversion of G (xm xn ;ω ) given by
r r
r
r
†
G (xm xn ;ω ) = Ψ ( xm ; ω ) Ψ ( xn ; ω )

(2.17)

The formulations derived above are valid for the external region only. These can
be extended to reconstruction of the acoustic pressure fields in the interior region.

The Hankel function hn(kr) in Eq. (2.5) corresponds to outgoing waves,
appropriate for reconstruction of acoustic pressure fields in the exterior region. Such a
function is unbounded at r = 0 and cannot be used to reconstruct the acoustic pressure
fields in an interior region.

We shall try to define the Hankel function and make it more receptive to
reconstruction in the interior region. Mathematically, the Hankel function hn(kr) can be
written as given by Morse and Ingard (1986):
hn (kr ) = j n (kr ) + i y n (kr )

(2.18)

in which jn and yn are the spherical Bessel and spherical Neumann functions of order n,
respectively. Rayess12 has studied the behavior of Bessel and Neumann functions
extensively. Now, jn is finite at r = 0, while yn is not6, 10. Noting that the pressure must be
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finite at the origin, because the homogeneous differential equation is valid there, the
above relation for the Hankel function is ill-suited for reconstruction in the interior
region. Thus, due to this physical reasoning only the spherical Bessel functions are
retained in Eq. (2.5) to reconstruct the acoustic pressure fields in the interior. Hence, for
an interior problem the basis functions are expressed as:
cos (mφ )
 sin (mφ )

ψ i ( x, ω ) = ψ n ,m (r ,θ , φ , ω ) = j n (kr ) Pn, m (cos θ ) × 

(2.19)

With the basis functions given by relation (2.19) the relation (2.4) can now be
used to find the coefficients and, therefore, the entire acoustic field in the interior of the
cavity.
2.2 Optimum Number of Expansion Terms
As discussed earlier, the acquired acoustic pressures are taken as the input to the
HELS formulation. Because of the loss of near-field information and other measurement
contaminants, these acquired acoustic pressures are not exact. Hence, this inverse
problem is mathematically ill-posed. These restrictions always remain because in
engineering applications the working environment usually hinders the data acquisition at
very close distances to a complex vibrating structure. Consequently, it is not realistic to
obtain accurate reconstruction before the inherent ill-posedness difficulty is solved
mathematically.

As discussed in the preceding sections, the HELS formulation utilizes the
principle of superposition of spheroidal wave functions to reconstruct the radiated
acoustic pressure fields. Theoretically, the larger the number of expansion terms, the
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more accurate the reconstructed acoustic pressure should be. This is true only if the
measured data are accurate; for this investigation, though, because of loss of the nearfield information and measurement errors, the measured data cannot be assumed to be
accurate. Thus, in this case, an increase in number of expansion terms may not
necessarily yield an accurate reconstruction. Moreover, the optimal number of expansion
terms used in the HELS formulation is unknown a priori, making it an open-ended
problem.

To alleviate this problem, the following methodology is employed. To determine
the optimal number of expansion terms, the acoustic pressures are reconstructed at the
same locations where the measurements are taken for a particular number of expansion
terms. These reconstructed pressures are then compared with the measured acoustic
pressure at the same locations and the sum of mean squared deviations of the
reconstructed pressures from the benchmark results is calculated using the relation:

L =∑
2

i

Pm ,i − Pr ,i
Pb ,i

2

2

(2.20)

in which Pm ,i is the measured acoustic pressure at point I on the hologram surface, and
Pr ,i is the reconstructed pressure at point I, and L

2

is the sum of mean squared errors

over the entire surface.

This process is iterated for different expansion terms, say N=1, 2, 3…. and so forth,
and the corresponding mean squared deviations are calculated. These iterations are
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performed until the number of expansion terms is less than or equal to the total number of
measurements to satisfy the conditions for equation (2.3) to hold true. The reconstruction
iteration yielding the minimum mean squared deviation from the benchmark is taken as
the absolute result and the corresponding expansion terms as optimum. As a graphical
depiction of the above method, Figure 2.1 shows the variation of the mean squared error
with the increase in number of expansion terms for the HELS formulation for a typical

Normalized mean squared error

test experiment.
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Figure 2.1: Variation of mean squared error and prediction of the optimum number of terms for a typical
test case for a single frequency.

2.3 Reconstructing Normal Surface Velocity and Intensity
Using Euler’s equation, we can reconstruct the particle velocity at any location,
including the source surface:
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r
iωρ0 vˆ = ∇pˆ

r r
vˆ ( x; ω ) =

1
iωρ 0

→

r
vˆ =

1
iωρ 0

∇pˆ

r r † r
∇G (xm x;ω ) pˆ ( xm ; ω )

(2.21)

(2.22)

Once the acoustic pressure and particle velocity are determined, the time-averaged
acoustic intensity can the be calculated
r
r
r r r ∗
1
Iˆ av ( x , ω ) = Re pˆ ( x , ω )vˆ ( x , ω )
2

[

]

(2.23)

Thus, the entire acoustic field is determined.
2.4 Optimizing Test Results

In practical application a number of parameters can affect the accuracy and
validity of reconstruction results. These parameters are discussed as follows.
2.4.1 Number of Field Acoustic Pressure Measurements

Theoretically, for a given ka, the number of expansions in the radial direction are
taken as n=ka and the total expansion terms as:
J = (n+1)2 = (ka+1)2

in which ka =

(2.24)

2πf
a , and a is the dimension of the vibrating source.
c

As an example, at 200 Hz and the source size of a = 2 m, ka = 7.3, the number of
total expansion terms is J ≅ 69 terms. The number of field pressure measurements is then
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given as M = 1.4J ≅ 97. This methodology had been used to estimate the number of
microphones required to acquire field acoustic pressures for numerical and experimental
validations. But this estimation does not usually provide the desired reconstruction
resolution to rebuild the surface acoustic field, and leads to aliasing. The impact of
selection of number of measurement points and other parameters affecting the accuracy
of reconstruction have been studied at length through numerical simulations43, 44. Another
method is to determine the number measurement points based on the source surface area
and the wavelength of the highest vibration mode of interest instead of the highest
frequency of interest as in (2.24)66, 67:

M =

A
(∆ / 2) 2

(2.25)

in which M is the total number of measurement points, A is the area of the source surface,
and ∆ is the wavelength of the highest vibration mode of interest or spatial resolution.
Over the years spent developing and testing the HELS code for various sources, we have
found that one needs a minimum of 44 measurements, regardless of how small a structure
is. This limit on the minimum number of measurements is set to ensure that at least the
first few of the expansion terms are used in the reconstruction.
2.4.2 Measurement Resolution

In order to reconstruct the acoustic field with the desired surface spatial
resolution, the microphones should be spaced at least one half of this desired resolution:

Mδ ≤

∆
2

(2.25)
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in which M δ is the microphone spacing and ∆ is wavelength of the highest vibration
mode of interest or the desired spatial resolution
2.4.3 Measurement Standoff Distance

Ideally, one should try to measure as close to the source surface as one can to
capture the maximum possible evanescent or high wave number vibro-acoustic
components that decay exponentially as they propagate away from the source surface.
Evanescent waves contain all the details of structural vibrations and are extremely
important in reconstruction of the surface normal vibration response. Theoretically, if all
evanescent waves are captured, the spatial resolution in reconstruction can be infinitely
high. Evanescent waves are not easy to capture because they fluctuate at a very high rate
and their amplitudes tend to be small, often at the level of background noise or lower.
However, in projecting the acoustic radiation from a source (beyond one wavelength
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distance), the effects of the evanescent waves can be ignored.
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Figure 2.2: (a) Typical evanescent wave decay rate in 2D (b) Typical evanescent wave decay rate in 3D.
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But this is not always possible in the real-world test environments where
microphones cannot get close to the source surface for acoustic pressure measurement.
An example is shown in figure 2.1, where the engine test cell setup is so complex that a
planar array cannot get close enough to the engine surface to measure enough of the
evanescent components necessary for reconstructing surface acoustic quantities.

Figure 2.3: A typical engine test cell acoustic holography test setup with a planar microphone array.

When the S/N ratio is high (at least > 10 dB) and signal level is stable, the
measurement distance can be pushed out to 1/8 of the shortest wavelength of interest so
that at least 50% of the evanescent waves may be captured67.
d<

λ
8

(2.26)

in which d is the standoff distance and λ is the wavelength of the highest vibration mode
of interest or the desired spatial resolution. In practice, it is always a good idea to use a
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conformal microphone array and keep measurement distance d as close to the target
source surface as possible, regardless of the value of λ .
2.4.4 Signal-to-Noise (S/N) Ratio

To obtain an accurate reconstruction of an acoustic field, the S/N ratio must be at
least larger than 10dB. There are many factors that can effectively lower the S/N ratio.
For example, background noise and fluctuations in signal level can drastically reduce the
S/N ratio. Since the amplitudes of evanescent waves decrease with frequencies, the S/N
ratio requirement should be higher at high frequencies than that at low frequencies in
order to ensure a satisfactory reconstruction in the entire frequency range. Note that
evanescent waves are critical in the reconstruction of both acoustic pressure and particle
velocity, especially at higher frequencies.
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Figure 2.4: S/N Ratio requirement for frequencies of interest. The higher the frequency the higher the
signal to noise ratio should be.
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Apart from the background noise, the fluctuations in signal level itself can affect
the S/N ratio. In practice, the signal level is not very stable and the sound pressure is
fluctuating, which will cause measurement errors. These measurement errors will
effectively reduce the S/N ratio. As an example, consider a case in which measurements
are taken inside an anechoic chamber and the ambient noise level is 10 dB, whereas the
signal level is 80 dB for frequencies above 200Hz. So the S/N ratio is 70 dB. Suppose
that measurements are averaged over 6 seconds, and the measured level is 80.1 dB rather
than 80 dB. This fluctuation is equivalent to the scenario in which an 80 dB sound is
superimposed by background noise of 63.7 dB because

Lbackground

Ltrue
total
 L10

= 10 log10
− 10 10


80

 80.1

 = 10 log10 10 − 10 10  = 63.7 dB







(2.26)

Therefore, S/N = 80 – 63.7 = 16.3 dB rather than 70 dB.
Setting the measurement distance to be as small as possible and taking a long time
average (for example, 30 to 60 sec) can improve the S/N ratio for stationary cases.
2.4.5 Test Object Aspect Ratio

As mentioned earlier, for all real-world applications, the HELS method uses an
expansion of spherical harmonic functions to estimate the acoustic field around an object.
As such, the biggest restriction of the HELS based NAH is the aspect ratio, which is
defined as the ratio of overall width to length to thickness.
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1:1:1

1:1:10

1:10:10

1:10:100

Figure 2.5: An aspect ratio of 1:1:1 implies that the width, length, and thickness of an object are equal,
namely, a cubic box. Similarly, an aspect ratio of 1:1:10 is a long column with a square cross section, that
of 1:10:10 is a thin, square plate, and that of 1:10:100 is a thin, flat, and long plate.

In practice, HELS is ideal for an object of aspect ratio close to 1:1:1. If the
measurement surface is conformal, measurement distance is small, and signal to noise
(S/N) ratio is high, the accuracy of reconstruction of an acoustic field in the entire 3D
space including the 3D source surface using HELS is guaranteed for an aspect ratio up to
1:1:1.4 or 1:1.4:1.4. The accuracy of reconstruction will be reduced, but still acceptable,
as aspect ratio increases to 1:1:2 or 1:2:2. The accuracy of reconstruction will deteriorate
as the aspect ratio increases to 1:1:4 or 1:4:4.

When the aspect ratio is larger than 1:1:4, the accuracy of reconstruction using
HELS method will be poor. This is because HELS uses an expansion of the spherical
wave functions with respect to a single point, as mentioned previously.
2.4.6 Exterior or Interior Test

The key factors to consider in deciding sound radiation as an exterior or interior
problem are whether a region is bounded, and how much sound reflection is in the field
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of interest. Most exterior and interior problems are clearly recognizable. There are cases
that require careful attention however. Some typical exterior and interior test scenarios
are shown in figures 2.6 and 2.7.

Figure 2.6: A typical unbounded or free field exterior test setup.

Figure 2.7: A typical bounded or non-free field exterior test setup.

Figure 2.6 shows a typical exterior test setup in a fully anechoic chamber or free field and
figure 2.7 shows a typical exterior test setup in a bounded or non-free field environment.
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Note that diagnosis inside a fully anechoic chamber is much easier to handle than that in
a non-anechoic environment with a considerable amount of reflections.

.
Figure 2.8: A typical completely enclosed interior test setup.

Figure 2.9: A typical partially enclosed interior test setup.
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A completely enclosed region in figure 2.8 signifies a true interior problem,
whereas a partially enclosed region in figure 2.9 is not a true interior problem. Figure
2.10 depicts the ideal microphone measurement schemes for exterior and interior cases.

Exterior Acoustic Field
Reconstruction

Measurement
Surface

Reconstruction
Surface

Interior Acoustic Field
Reconstruction

Measurement
Surface

Reconstruction
Surface

Figure 2.10: Ideal microphone measurement schemes for exterior and interior tests.

Note that it is not possible to get satisfactory reconstruction of the acoustic
quantities in the entire 3D space including 3D source surfaces by using a quick look
approach. It is not realistic to expect satisfactory reconstruction of acoustic quantities in
the entire 3D space and on 3D source surface for an exterior problem, when the exterior
region is a non-free field or measurements are taken over a portion of the source surface
(Figure 2.11). Therefore, such an attempt should be discouraged.
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Good results everywhere
guaranteed

Good results on covered area A, but
not guaranteed elsewhere

Aspect Ratio ≤ 2

(a)

A

(b)

Figure 2.11: Measurement schemes in the exterior region. (a) Guarantees results in the complete 3D freefield around the object (b) good results can be achieved on the partially covered area A but nowhere else no
matter which conditions exist, free field or non-free field.

Good results on source
surface, but not guaranteed
Aspect Ratio ≤

Figure 2.12: Good results can be achieved only on the source surface in a bounded region.

If reconstruction is done inside a large room with sound reflections from the
ground and walls, the test setup is equivalent to an interior problem with the
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measurements taken on partial surfaces only. As a result, the accuracy of reconstruction
of the acoustic quantities on a source surface is good, but the accuracy in a 3D space is
not guaranteed. Figure 2.12 depicts this particular scenario.

When tests are conducted in confined space, the reflecting surfaces behave like
image sources. The sound pressure in confined space will consist of the direct sound from
the source (ray 1) and those reflected from walls (rays 2 to 4). This is equivalent to the
case in which a source and its three images lie in free space. The sound pressure consists
of the contributions from all sources. Refer to figure 2.13, below.
Confined space

Free space

3
1

3
1
4

2

4

2

Figure 2.13: Equivalent free field sources for a source in confined space.

Hence, if measurements are taken around the source only in confined space, it is
as if one is considering only the source and neglecting contributions from its images in
free space. This is why the predicted results in 3D space may be erroneous when the
input data are collected around the source only in the presence of reflecting surfaces. The
errors may differ, however, depending on the locations. The closer it is to the source, the
better the results are. The farther away the test environment is from any reflecting
surfaces, the better the results are.
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As discussed previously, reconstruction of acoustic quantities in the entire 3D
space including 3D source surfaces can be acquired for an exterior problem inside a fully
anechoic chamber, if measurements are taken over the entire surface of a target source.
Similarly, reconstruction of acoustic quantities in the entire 3D space including 3D
interior surfaces can be acquired for an interior problem, when the region is completely
enclosed and measurements are taken over the entire interior surface (refer to Figure
2.14).

Aspect Ratio ≤ 2

S1
Interior region:

Interior region:
Good results
everywhere
guaranteed

Good results on
covered area S, but not
guaranteed elsewhere

S2

S = S1 + S2 + S3
S3

Figure 2.14: Measurement schemes in the interior region. (a) Guarantees results in the complete 3D field
inside the object (b) good results can be achieved on the partial covered area S but nowhere else.

2.4.7 Coordinate System Origin

Since the HELS method uses expansion of spherical harmonic functions, the
accuracy of reconstruction of 3D acoustic field depends on where the origin of the
coordinate system is selected. The origin of the coordinate system for an interior case,
such as that of a car cabin, is always set at the geometric center of the interior cavity
(Figure 2.15), regardless of whether complete surface area is measured or partial.
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Measurement
Surface

Reconstruction
Surface

Figure 2.15: Origin of the coordinate system for a HELS method calculation in the interior region is the
geometric center of the cavity.

In a similar fashion, the origin of the coordinate system is set at the geometric
center of a 3D blunt object when reconstructing in the exterior region (Figure 2.16).

y

x

z

Figure 2.16: Origin of the coordinate system for a HELS method calculation in the interior region is the
geometric center of the cavity.

A special case is a plate like surface (Figure 2.17) with an aspect ratio T : H : L,
where T << H, T << L, and H : L ≤ 1:2. In this case, the center of origin should be placed
behind the plate, opposite to the measurement array, where z0 is given by
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z 0 = 0.5 H 2 + L2

H:L≤1:2
T

y
z0
Origin
0

z

L
x
H

Source

Array

Figure 2.17: Origin of the coordinate system for a HELS method calculation for a plate like structure.

Note that the reconstructed acoustic quantities in this case will be good on one
side of the surface of this structure, but not good elsewhere in the entire 3D space. If
acoustic quantities on the other side of this structure are desired, the same reconstruction
process should be repeated with the origin of coordinate system placed on the opposite
side of the structure.
2.4.8 Measurement Aperture

For planar NAH, the measurement aperture should be four times as large as the
source surface to ensure that sufficient information is captured. For example, for a plate
of width W and length L, the measurement aperture should be at least 4×W×L. For the
HELS method, however, the only restriction is for the measurement aperture to be at least
the same size as the reconstruction surface. In order to further improve the accuracy at the
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edges of the reconstruction surface, the measurement aperture must be one extra row and
column larger than reconstruction surface (Figure 2.18).

Reconstruction
surface

Measurement
surface

Figure 2.18: Origin of the coordinate system for a HELS method calculation for a plate like structure.
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CHAPTER 3 – PROPOSED MODIFIED HELS METHOD FOR JET ENGINE
NOISE VISUALIZATION
3.1 Identification and Significance of the Problem

The previous chapter discussed the HELS-based NAH technology that is has been
widely used to visualize sources of noise and to diagnose a variety of sound and vibration
problems in the automobile and appliance industries. This novel technology is applicable
to interior and exterior regions as well as in free and confined spaces. The original HELS
formulation is suitable for reconstructing sound radiation from a vibrating structure that is
stationary and well defined in space. Such a scenario is completely different from
aerodynamically generated sound such as that produced by turbulent flow ejected from a
jet nozzle. Figure 3.1 illustrates the image of computer-simulated jet noise from a bypass
nozzle46.

Figure 3.1: Noise source of a jet plume46.

The inner core stream consists of a hot and high velocity gas stream passing
through a jet engine combustor, whereas the outer fan stream consists of cooler and lower
velocity air pulled into the engine via a fan. In this case the source locations and strengths
are not fixed in space and change with the flow speed. The exact solution to such
turbulent flow sound cannot be found, so the challenge is to develop an effective method
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to approximate the resultant sound field. Such a method should be simple and easy to
understand, so that numerical computations can be done in a timely fashion. Meanwhile,
this method must be comprehensive enough to account for the major sound sources and
their distributions in space.
Many modifications of the original acoustic analogy proposed by Lighthill57
remain a major numerical tool for prediction of jet noise. Lighthill57 showed that by exact
rearrangement of the Navier Stokes equations, that the noise from a turbulent jet could be
expressed as a distribution of quadrupole sources in the acoustic wave equation. The
strength of these quadrupole sources depends primarily on the local fluctuating Reynolds
stresses. These Reynold stresses are created by the turbulent eddies convected by the jet
velocity. The motion of these eddies alters the radiated sound, an effect correctly
accounted for by Ffowcs Williams58. The mean jet velocity has yet another influence and
it refracts the sound59,60 altering the propagation of sound from the sources to the far
field. Lilley’s approach61 described this propagation through a specified mean flow
velocity profile, which is a function of radius.

In comparison to the various technologies currently available, modified HELS
provides a unique opportunity to confront this challenging issue. This chapter will
examine the feasibility of creating a commercialization-worthy variation of the
previously discussed HELS-based NAH technology to visualize acoustic characteristics
of jet plumes from commercial transport engines.

The proposed technology signifies an extension of the HELS method that can
account for contributions from different sound generation mechanisms such as
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monopoles, dipoles, and quadrupoles, and enable one to distribute these virtual sources
anywhere in space. The locations of the virtual sources can be optimized to best
approximate a sound field produced by a target source. The reconstructed 3D sound field
can be sliced and viewed from any angle or perspective to gain a good understanding of
the sound source strengths and their distributions in space, as well as how sound sources
travel in space and time.

In a preliminary test, this modified HELS-based nearfield acoustical holography
was successfully applied to visualize the sound field produced by twin propeller aircraft
(Chapter 4). Most importantly, it demonstrated the capability to separate contributions
from the engine and propellers and to reveal the effect of sound reflection from the
ground45.

Modern propulsive supersonic jets produce exterior noise sources with a high
amplitude noise field and complicated characteristics, which makes them very difficult to
characterize. In particular, there are turbulent eddies that are moving through the
supersonic jet at high speeds along the jet boundary. These turbulent eddies in the shear
layer produce a directional and frequency dependent noise. The original HELS approach
assumes a spherical source at the origin and computes the acoustic field based on
spherical emission from this source. The modified HELS approach will help improve the
source characterization as it is not dependent on a single source at the origin but a number
of virtual sources throughout the space56.

Research has shown that dominant source region within the aero-acoustic source
region in supersonic jets appears to be located approximately 7-10 jet diameters
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downstream from the nozzle exit. Beyond this length source strength gradually
decays62,63. For subsonic jets, however, Koch et al.64 have experimentally and
numerically investigated the dominant source region and have found the location of the
geometric far-field for subsonic jets. Their study has concluded that high-frequency noise
appears to spread spherically from as close as 8 times the jet diameter, but that the
extended nature of the low-frequency sources results in a geometrical near-field that
extends as far as 50 times the jet diameter.

In this investigation we will take measurements around a subsonic commercial jet
engine running at idle. Because of idle running conditions, it is expected that the jet
engine itself contributes significant amount of noise to the acoustic field. Reference
microphone measurements will be taken both near the engine and along the jet plume
length in addition to the microphone array measurements around the jet plume. Dominant
source region lengths for different frequency bands will be found by cross-correlating
reference and array microphones. These correlating lengths will then be used for correct
placement of virtual sources along the jet plume axis for implementing the modified
HELS algorithm.
3.2 The Modified HELS Algorithm

The modified HELS method is based on superposition of distributed spherical
wave that satisfies the Helmholtz equation and Sommerfeld radiation condition in a free
field (refer Eq. 2.2). It can be rewritten as

∇ 2 pˆ + k 2 pˆ = 0

(3.1)
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in which p̂ is the complex amplitude of the acoustic pressure and k = ω / c is the acoustic
wave number with ω being the angular frequency and c being the speed of sound in the
fluid medium.

The modified HELS algorithms seek to approximate the acoustic pressure p̂ at
any location in terms of an expansion of lower order spherical wave functions with
respect to a finite number of virtual sources distributed on a surface conformal to the
target surface from the inside or on an axis of symmetry of the source object56, 68.

[

}]

{

pˆ ( x, ω ) = ∑ C n h0(1) (krn ) + h1(1) (krn ) DnY10 (θ n , φ n ) + E nY1−1 (θ n , φ n ) + FnY11 (θ n , φ n )

(3.2)

in which h0(1) (krn ) and h1(1) (krn ) are the first kind of spherical Hankel functions of order 0
and 1, respectively, and Y10 (θ n , φn ) , Y1−1 (θ n , φ n ) , and Y11 (θ n , φ n ) are the spherical
harmonics given by

ie ikrn
krn

(3.2a)

ie ikrn (i + krn )
(krn ) 2

(3.2b)

h0(1) (krn ) = −

h1(1) (krn ) = −

Y10 (θ n , φ n ) =

Y1−1 (θ n , φ n ) = e iφn

1
cosθ n
4π

3
sin θ n
8π

(3.2c)

(3.2d)
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Y11 (θ n , φn ) = −e iφn

3
sin θ n
8π

(3.2e)

Comparing Eq. 3.2 to 2.4, shows that proposed modified HELS method spreads
an expansion with respect to several points, called virtual sources in this investigation,
rather than a single point as the original HELS formulation. This gives the modified
HELS method certain special advantages in reconstructing acoustic quantities on an
elongated body when virtual sources are distributed along the axis of elongation of the
body, or in this investigation, along the axis of a jet plume. Another advantage is
reconstructing acoustic quantities over an arbitrary surface by distributing virtual sources
over conformal surface from the inside.

Note that the expansion functions in Eq. 3.2 satisfy the Helmholtz Equation 3.1.
Like HELS based NAH methodology, the coefficients C = {..., C n , Dn , E n , Fn ,...}T in Eq.
3.2 are obtained by using the assumed form solution with measured acoustic pressures in
the field. The errors are minimized by using the least-square error between the
approximated solution p̂ and the measured acoustic pressure p̂ f similar to the
traditional HELS method. In matrix form

C = arg min W f (Φ f ξ − pˆ f )

2
2

(3.3)

in which Φ f is a matrix that contains h0(1) (krn ) , h1(1) (krn ) , Y10 (θ n , φn ) , Y1−1 (θ n , φ n ) , and
Y11 (θ n , φ n ) ,
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...
...
...
...



(1)
(1)
0
(1)
−1
(1)
1
Φ f = ... h0 (krn ) h1 (krn )Y1 (θ n , φ n ) h1 (krn )Y1 (θ n , φ n ) h1 (krn )Y1 (θ n , φ n ) ... (3.3a)


...
...
...
...

C = {..., C n , Dn , En , Fn, ...}T4 N ×1

(3.3b)

T
pˆ f = {..., pˆ (rm ,θ m , φ m , ω ),...}M ×1

(3.3c)

in which rm , θ m , φm , m=1 to M, represents spherical coordinates of points on the field
measurement surface. M is the number of measurements taken on this measurement
surface and M≥4N, and W f is an M×M nonsingular diagonal weight matrix whose
elements are determined by quadrature formula and the mesh on field measurement
surface. If enough measurements are not taken, the resultant matrix may be illconditioned. A simple and alternate solution for a case that does not satisfy the M≥4N
guideline is to use a simplified expansion 3.2 that only contains h0(1) (krn ) , h1(1) (krn ) , and
Y10 (θ n , φn ) . This is equivalent to a) an approximation of the Helmholtz integral theory and
b) expressing the acoustic pressure in terms of superposition of monopoles and normal
component of dipoles only.

[

pˆ ( x, ω ) = ∑ C n h0(1) (krn ) + Dn h1(1) (krn )Y10 (θ n , φ n )

]

(3.4)

in which C n and Dn can be solved by minimizing the least-square errors between an
approximated solution p̂ and the measured field acoustic pressure p̂ f , which is
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expressible in a matrix form Eq. 3.3, and Φ f is a matrix containing h0(1) (krn ) , h1(1) (krn ) ,
and Y10 (θ n , φn ) ,

...
...



(1)
(1)
0
Φ f = ... h0 (krn ) h1 (krn )Y1 (θ n , φ n ) ...

...
...
...

C = {..., C n , Dn ,...}T2 N ×1

(3.4a)

(3.4b)

The advantage of this approach is that we only need to take half the
measurements. Alternatively, using the same number of measurement points M, we can
now deploy twice as many virtual sources as before. For the jet noise test we will be
taking nearly 1000 measurements around the jet plume. This should give us 250 virtual
sources that we can deploy along the axis of the jet plume, and we can use the
unmodified form of Eq. 3.3 with h0(1) (krn ) , h1(1) (krn ) , Y10 (θ n , φn ) , Y1−1 (θ n , φ n ) , and
Y11 (θ n , φ n ) .
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CHAPTER 4 - RELATED WORK

Numerous experiments have been conducted using the HELS-based technologies
for many complex noise and vibration problems. As an example, we will discuss
examples of visualizing automobile brake squeals using the traditional HELS method and
reconstruction of acoustic radiation from a twin propeller aircraft.
4.1 Brake Squeal Noise Visualization

This test was conducted in a small chamber (Figure 4.1) and the brake assembly
was driven by a shaft at a constant speed. To capture as much information about the
brake squeals as possible, an array of 48 microphones was built. This array was
conformal to the contour of a disk brake assembly, so the standoff distances were
uniform (see Figure 4.2). The reference microphone was placed at the caliper.

Figure 4.1: Test chamber for visualizing brake squeals.
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Figure 4.2: Close-up view of the test setup.

Figure 4.3 depicts six seconds of the captured squeals, which were complex and
continuous. The corresponding spectra are plotted in Figure 4.4, which indicates that
squeals occurred at many frequencies.

Figure 4.3: Squeal signals captured in six seconds.
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Figure 4.4: Squeal spectra from 0 to 13.5kHz.

For brevity, the comparison of reconstructed and measured acoustic pressures at
2649Hz (see Figure 4.5) is demonstrated. Excellent agreements were obtained in all
cases.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.5: Comparison the acoustic pressures at 2649Hz. (a): Measured; (b) Reconstructed.

To demonstrate the capability of displaying the frequency-space and space-time
diagrams in the proposed project, we reconstruct the acoustic quantities for the brake
squeal example in real time and plot the space-time diagrams of any acoustic quantities as
needed. Also, we can take Fourier transforms of these quantities to create frequencyspace diagrams to identify sound source frequency dependent spatial distributions.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.6: Spectrograms showing the major squeal frequency and time instances from 1.2 to 1.32 sec.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.7: Real-time brake squeal signals. Red cursors indicate time instances from 1.2 to 1.32 sec.
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Figure 4.8: Reconstructed acoustic pressures on the brake surface at 2681Hz from 1.2 to 1.32 sec.

Figure 4.9: Reconstructed normal velocities on the brake surface at 2681Hz from 1.2 to 1.32 sec.

Figure 4.10: Reconstructed normal acoustic intensity on the brake surface at 2681Hz from 1.2 – 1.32 sec.

Figures 4.6-4.10 illustrate the sequence of events from 1.2 sec to 1.32 sec at a
uniform interval of 0.04 sec, and demonstrate how the real-time squeal signal,
reconstructed acoustic pressures, normal surface velocity, and time-averaged normal
acoustic intensity distributions on disk brake surface change with time. These results
provide unique insight into the distributions of brake squeals strengths and locations at
which brake squeals are emitted from the disk surface. Such information cannot be
acquired by conventional measurement technologies, i.e. a scanning laser vibrometer.
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By using this technology, engineers have settled long-standing disputes over
whether the vibration modes at squeals rotate with a rotor or not. Such a question cannot
be resolved by conventional technologies.
In conclusion, HELS can handle complex brake squeals in a non-ideal
environment and can yield all acoustic quantities, including the acoustic pressure, normal
velocity, and normal acoustic intensity based on conformal acoustic pressure
measurements at close range. One can identify the vibration modes that are responsible
for brake squeals, and subsequently carry out a convenient and cost-effective brake
squeal analysis.
4.2 Airplane Propeller Noise Visualization

As an example of application of the modified HELS method discussed in Chapter
3, we can demonstrate reconstruction of acoustic radiation from a twin propeller aircraft.
In this case, the engine was running at an idle speed so noise was primarily produced by
the propellers. The twin propeller aircraft and measurement setup are shown in Figure
4.11. The input data were collected by 60 microphones laid on the ground to minimize
the effect of sound reflection from the ground. To describe the sound field produced by
this aircraft, 20 virtual sources were distributed on the surfaces of impeller and engine
(see Figure 4.12).
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Figure 4.11: Test setup for a twin propeller aircraft.

Figure 4.12: Distribution of virtual sources.

Figures 4.13 and 4.14 illustrate the reconstructed sound pressure distributions on
the impeller surface at the blade passage frequency and its harmonics in 3D space. This
example demonstrates the potential of the proposed formulation to analyze the acoustics
characteristics of aerodynamically generated sounds.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.13: (a) Reconstructed sound pressures at 48Hz. (b) Reconstructed sound pressures at 144Hz.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.14: Reconstructed 3D acoustic fields radiated from the impellers at (a) 48Hz (b) 144Hz.

It was observed that although virtual sources were distributed evenly on the
propeller and engine surfaces, the source strength at the engine was much lower than that
on propeller blades. This phenomenon was consistent with the fact that the engine was
running at an idle speed. The source strength seemed quite uniformly distributed along
the blade chord at BPF. This indicates that at BPF the blades were oscillating together at
low frequencies. The source strengths seemed to converge into three segments along the
blade chord at higher frequencies. This could be due to the fact that the blades vibrate at
their own modes at higher frequencies. The source strength at the blade tip was not very
high, which seems consistent with the fact that the major noise source is induced by a
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fluctuating force exerted on the surrounding fluid medium by the blades, rather than by
turbulence.

In conclusion, the modified HELS methodology allows for reconstruction of a 3D
acoustic pressure field generated by any source, regardless of size, configuration or
location, via measurements of acoustic pressures in the far field. It also enables one to
visualize the acoustic source distributions on the surface of an arbitrary object over a
wide frequency spectrum. Since the measurements are in the far field, test setup is very
flexible, portable, and affordable.
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CHAPTER 5 - RECONSTRUCTION OF IN-FLIGHT INTERIOR VIBROACOUSTIC RESPONSE OF AN AIRCRAFT USING TRADITIONAL HELS
METHOD
5.1 Introduction

Vibro-acoustic responses inside the fuselage of an in-flight business jet are
reconstructed. Two microphone arrays were built to take acoustic pressure measurements
inside the fuselage. One circular array was mounted on a track so that it could be moved
in the longitudinal direction to measure the acoustic pressures along the circumference of
the fuselage. Another planar array was used to measure the acoustic pressures on the
closing surface of the fuselage in the bulkhead and cockpit positions, respectively. Over
four thousand measurements of acoustic pressure were taken while the jet was flying at
constant speed and altitude of 30,000 ft in the air. These measured acoustic pressures
were taken as input to the Helmholtz Equation Least Squares (HELS) method to
reconstruct the interior acoustic field, including the fuselage surface. The reconstructed
normal surface velocities were checked with respect to the benchmark velocity spectra
measured by the accelerometers mounted on the interior surface of the fuselage. This
experiment demonstrates that HELS can be used to acquire a good understanding of
vibro-acoustic responses inside an arbitrary interior region of a commercial aircraft.
5.2 Test Setup

A mid-size business jet Cessna XLS (Figure 5.1) was used in the test. Figure 5.2a
and 5.2b show schematic diagrams of the tested aircraft.
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Figure 5.1: Photograph of Cessna XLS aircraft dimensions.

Figure 5.2a: Schematic of Cessna XLS aircraft dimensions.

All interior insulation panels in the passenger cabin, the toilet and the closet were
taken out so that surface velocity can be reconstructed directly on to the fuselage surface.
Figure 5.3 shows the fuselage stripped of all insulation panels, floor paneling, toilet, and
closet towards the bulkhead.
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Figure 5.2b: Schematic of fuselage dimensions of Cessna XLS aircraft.

Frame

Stringer

Bulkhead

Floor

Figure 5.3: Stripped aircraft fuselage towards the bulkhead.
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A conformal circular microphone array with 60 microphones was built (Figure 5.4
and 5.5) to take circumferential measurements and a planar microphone array of 50
microphones was built (Figure 5.6) for the closing surfaces measurements. The
circumferential measurements were taken every 2 cm in the longitudinal direction with
the measurement points located 2 cm from the skin.

The HELS formulation requires the microphone locations and the corresponding
measured acoustic pressures at those locations as an input. The microphone locations
were found by using 3D Sonic Digitizer kit made by the Modal Shop.

Throughout the test, the aircraft was flying at a steady altitude of 30000 feet and
Mach number of 0.73. The two jet engines were running at steady N1=85% and N2=95%
power. Microphone measurements were taken inside the fuselage to create a closed
hologram surface. This closed measurement hologram surface included the fwd cabin
skin and floor, aft cabin skin and floor and two imaginary closing surfaces (between the
cockpit and the forward cabin and at the aft divider location).

The acoustic pressures in the interior region were then measured using the ICP
130D20 microphones manufactured by the PCB. These microphones were calibrated
before performing the experiment. The calibration is scaled with a 114 dB tone at 250 Hz
using Pistonphone type G.R.A.S. 42AA and the microphone output kept within ±0.15 dB
of the tone amplitude. The phase data of the microphones was also acquired using the
Larson Davis Residual Intensity Calibrator Model CAL291 and was stored in the
computer for application to the field data at a later stage.
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The PCB PIEZOTRONICS 64 channel multi-rack (16 channels each rack) Sensor
Signal Conditioner Model 481A was used as signal-conditioning system to interface
measurement signals to readout or recording devices. The unit also serves to provide
excitation power for ICP-type microphones and acts as a low-pass filter. The output from
the signal conditioners is then fed to the National Instruments’ multi-channel Dynamic
Data Acquisition cards Model 4472 (Total of 8 cards with 8 channels in a PXI-1006
chassis=64 channels) for processing on a desktop computer. This design of hardware
configuration helps in simultaneous data acquisition of voltage signals from 64 sensors.
Thus, this scheme shortens the data acquisition time and consequently reduces errors that
may be introduced due to fluctuations in the test environment with time.

Figure 5.4: 60 microphone conformal array with telescoping arms for circumferential measurement.
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Figure 5.5: Part of the conformal array used for measuring over the floor panel.

Figure 5.6: Picture of planar array used to measure the closing surface.
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To maintain 2 cm offset from the cabin surface, arms of the conformal array are
designed to be telescopic in nature. While traversing along the fuselage, arms of the array
are telescoped in at the frame and are telescoped out at the skin to maintain a 2 cm
measurement offset from all reconstruction surfaces.

i) Figure 5.7 shows the 3D representation of circumferential acoustic pressure
measurement grid along the fuselage. Figure 5.8 shows transversal view of
circumferential measurements. Figure 5.9 shows the 3D representation of
acoustic pressure measurements on the closing surfaces towards cockpit and
bulkhead. Figure 5.10 shows 3D representation of all circumferential and
closing surface measurement locations together.
Bulkhead

Cockpit
Conformal measurement
grids at the door

Floor

Figure 5.7: Circumferential acoustic pressure measurement locations.
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Figure 5.8: Transversal view of the circumferential measurements along the fuselage.

Bulkhead

Cockpit

Floor

Figure 5.9: Closing surface acoustic pressure measurement locations towards cockpit and bulkhead.
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Bulkhead

Cockpit

Floor

Figure 5.10: Closing surface measurements towards bulkhead and cockpit, and circumferential acoustic
pressure measurement along the fuselage.

A total of three flights were taken to complete the test measurements over the
whole fuselage area.
1. Flight 1: Circumferential measurements and benchmark accelerometers 1-15 in
the forward cabin
2. Flight 2: Circumferential measurements and benchmark accelerometers 16-30 in
the aft cabin
3. Flight 3: Radial measurements at imaginary surfaces between the cockpit and the
forward cabin (F.S 180) and at the aft divider position to "close" the measurement
surface
Figure 5.11 shows the circumferential measurements taken during the first two
flights.
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Flight - 1
34 measurement locations

Flight - 2
35 measurement locations

Floor

Bulkhead

Cockpit

Measurement Direction

Conformal measurement
grids at the door

Figure 5.11: Closing surface measurements towards bulkhead and cockpit, and circumferential acoustic
pressure measurement along the fuselage.

As discussed previously, for each set of measurement there are a total of 61
readings, 60 from the microphones in the array and 1 reference microphone placed over
the area where the engines are connected to the fuselage as the reference signal.
Accordingly, readings were taken over one longitudinal plane at a time and the data were
recorded on the computer. At the end of each recording cycle the microphone array was
moved to a new location manually. In addition, multiple flights were taken to acquire
data in different parts of the fuselage. Manually moving the array and taking
measurements over three flights may disturb the experimental setup and make the input
data susceptible to errors. Although, efforts were made to maintain the repeatability of
measurements, the fluctuations in the aircraft acoustic signal over the data acquisition
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time can be significant. To alleviate this problem, transfer functions instead of the
acoustic pressures were measured as shown in equation 5.1.

G ( x m x ref , ω ) =

pˆ field ,m ( x m , ω )
pˆ ref ( x ref , ω )

(5.1)

where G ( xm xref , ω ) represents the transfer function between the acoustic pressure
at any measurement location pˆ field ,m ( xm , ω ) and at the reference pˆ ref ( xref , ω ) . Once
G ( xm xref , ω ) were collected for all the array locations, the acoustic pressures were then
obtained by multiplying the transfer functions by the acoustic pressure at the reference.
Similar measurement technique was used for the closing surfaces, where 50 array
microphones and the same reference microphone as the longitudinal measurements were
acquired. Hence, this measurement scheme becomes equivalent to using a 5440microphone array to measure the field acoustic pressures.

A 3D model of the fuselage interior surface was created and was used for
reconstructing acoustic quantities over it. Figure 5.12 shows the reconstruction locations
of the fuselage skin.

In addition to pressure measurements some benchmark accelerometer
measurements were also taken on the fuselage surface. A total of 30 accelerometer
measurements were taken over two flights (1-15 in second flight and 16-30 in third
flight). Figure 5.13 shows the 3D locations of these accelerometer measurements on the
fuselage skin.
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Bulkhead

Cockpit

Door
Floor

Figure 5.12: Reconstruction surface locations of aircraft fuselage.

Accelerometer locations on the fuselage surface

Figure 5.12: 30 accelerometer measurements taken over the fuselage surface in two flights.
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Two imaginary surfaces towards the cockpit and bulkhead were also created to
close the reconstruction cavity. Figure 5.13 shows the 3D representation of the end caps
and fuselage skin reconstruction locations.
Bulkhead
Cockpit

Cockpit

Door
Floor

Bulkhead
Floor

Figure 5.13: Fuselage surface and end cap reconstruction locations.

Since acoustic pressure measurements were taken almost along the entire fuselage
and also over the closing surfaces, it is possible to reconstruct acoustic field in the entire
3D space inside the enclosed measurement volume, including the fuselage surface. As
such, in addition to reconstructing all acoustic quantities on the fuselage surface, acoustic
pressure is also reconstructed along seven horizontal planes along the fuselage.
Reconstruction on these interior planes can allow us to visualize the interior cavity
modes. Also, while generating these planes one of the planes is deliberately chosen to be
lying on the approximate passenger ear plane. Figure 5.14a and Figure 5.14b show the
fuselage surface and reconstruction locations of the seven horizontal planes inside the
fuselage.
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Figure 5.14a: Fuselage surface and reconstruction planes inside the fuselage cavity.

Bulkhead

Passenger
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Figure 5.14b: End cap reconstruction locations and horizontal reconstruction planes inside fuselage cavity.
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5.3 Reconstruction Strategy

As discussed previously, the HELS formulation is an expansion of spheroidal
basis functions. As such, the HELS method may be used for any finite size source that
can be enclosed in a sphere, but the results of reconstruction will be most accurate for a
spherical object. On the other hand, the aircraft fuselage, though a simple geometry
(rectangular), does not resemble a sphere. Thus, this inverse problem poses a significant
challenge for the HELS method. In this investigation the acoustic parameters are
reconstructed in the interior region of the fuselage and are discussed in the following
subchapters.

As discussed in the previous chapter, the aircraft is flying with the engines
providing steady power at 30,000ft. Under these cruising conditions, the fuselage cavity
is excited by the vibrations from the engines and by turbulence around the aircraft. The
resulting acoustic pressures acquired in the interior field were used to compute the
acoustic pressures on the reconstruction surfaces and vibrating fuselage cavity surface.
The use of random signals enabled reconstruction over a wider frequency range and
generation of considerable amount of data for validations.

For the exterior case, a total of 4240 field measurements were used to reconstruct
on fuselage surface and interior planes. Because of the errors involved in the measured
data due either to the loss of near field effect or to measurement uncertainties the matrix
equation (2.7) is ill posed. Thus an increase in the number of expansion terms will not
necessarily yield more accurate reconstruction. Hence, an optimal number of expansion
terms had to be found for accurate reconstruction of acoustic pressures.
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An iterative scheme was followed to achieve this. Out of the 4240 field
measurements only 2120 microphone measurements were used as collocation points and
every other microphone was employed as an optimization location. For example,
collocation microphones locations 1, 3, 5, ….., 4239 were used to reconstruct acoustic
pressures over optimization microphone locations 2, 4, 6, ….., 4240 for a particular
number of terms. The reconstructed and the measured acoustic pressures at the
optimization locations were then compared and ||L||2 norm errors were calculated using
equation (2.20) by replacing the benchmark pressures with measured acoustic pressures
at the optimization locations. The reconstruction process was then repeated for a unit
increase in the number of expansion terms unto the limit J=0.7N and the ||L||2 norm errors
were stored in a file. Then the minimum norm error was read from the file and the
corresponding number of expansion terms was taken as optimal for reconstruction over
the entire fuselage surface, interior planes and benchmark accelerometer measurement
locations.
5.4 Surface Velocity Reconstruction at Benchmark Accelerometer Locations

First, the surface particle velocities are reconstructed at the locations where
benchmark accelerometer measurements (Figure 5.12) were taken. The comparison of
frequency spectra of the measured and reconstructed surface velocity at the benchmark
accelerometer locations on the fuselage surface are shown in Figures 5.15, 5.16, and 5.17.
Note that reconstruction errors are usually larger on the edges or corners than those in the
middle due to aspect ratio limitations discussed in section 2.4.5. Better agreement
between the reconstructed and measured values was found in location away from edges
and corners like at accelerometer 1 location. Figure 5.18 shows comparison of frequency
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spectra of measured and reconstructed surface velocity at accelerometer #1 at the edge of
the reconstruction surface.

Accelerometer # 8

Accelerometer # 3

Figure 5.15: Comparison of measured and reconstructed velocity for accelerometer #s 3 and 8.

Accelerometer # 10

Accelerometer # 16

Figure 5.16: Comparison of measured and reconstructed velocity for accelerometer #s 10 and 16.
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Accelerometer # 20

Accelerometer # 30

Figure 5.17: Comparison of measured and reconstructed velocity for accelerometer #s 20 and 30.
Accelerometer # 1

Figure 5.18: Comparison of measured and reconstructed velocity for accelerometer # 1.

Note that the HELS algorithm was not able to reconstruct surface velocity
accurately at 610 Hz due to very ill-conditioned matrices as shown in figures 5.15-18.
5.5 Surface Pressure, Velocity and Intensity Reconstruction

The frequency spectra shown in figures 5.15, 5.16, 5.17, and 5.18 give an overall
picture of the reconstruction results over a wide frequency range at one reconstruction
location. Although, a frequency spectra gives a good inference towards behavior of
reconstruction over all frequencies but the information is limited only to one
reconstruction location and data interpretation over the whole reconstruction surface
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becomes cumbersome. Surveying the acoustic pressure, surface velocity, and acoustic
intensity distribution over the entire reconstruction surface at a particular frequency
provides a more concise and perceptible reconstruction comparison. Figures 5.19, 5.20,
and 5.21 surface velocity distribution over the reconstruction surface at 155 Hz, 795 Hz,
and 915 Hz respectively.

Frame

Frame Location

Figure 5.19: Reconstructed normal velocity distribution on the interior fuselage surface at 155Hz.
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Frame

Frame Location

Figure 5.20: Reconstructed normal velocity distribution on the interior fuselage surface at 795Hz.

Frame

Frame Location

Figure 5.21: Reconstructed normal velocity distribution on the interior fuselage surface at 915Hz.
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In addition to reconstructing surface velocity distribution, acoustic pressure and
acoustic intensity on the fuselage surface is also reconstructed. For brevity, surface
distribution of all acoustic quantities at 185 Hz, 190 Hz, 510 Hz and 515 Hz are presented
in figures 5.22, 5.23, 5.24, and 5.25, where it is possible to identify “hot spot” in the
cabin skin where sounds at these frequencies are more likely to be transmitted into the
cabin.

Reconstructed Pressure

Reconstructed Velocity

Reconstructed Intensity

Figure 5.22: Reconstructed acoustic quantities on the interior fuselage surface at 185 Hz.

Reconstructed Pressure

Reconstructed Velocity

Reconstructed Intensity

Figure 5.23: Reconstructed acoustic quantities on the interior fuselage surface at 190 Hz.
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Reconstructed Pressure

Reconstructed Velocity

Reconstructed Intensity

Figure 5.24: Reconstructed acoustic quantities on the interior fuselage surface at 510 Hz.

Reconstructed Pressure

Reconstructed Velocity

Reconstructed Intensity

Figure 5.25: Reconstructed acoustic quantities on the interior fuselage surface at 515 Hz.

5.6 Reconstruction of fuselage cavity modes

As discussed previously, circumferential and closing surface measurements
equivalent to 4240 microphone readings were taken as input to reconstruct over the
measurement covered fuselage surface and interior planes. This acquisition plan also
induces some errors in the input field data because of disturbance in the experimental
setup for each of the array measurements. The method followed to minimize field data
acquisition errors because of fluctuations in the test environment has been discussed in
the previous chapter.
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Later, surface velocity was reconstructed at benchmark accelerometer locations
and has been found to be satisfactory. The next step is to visualize the acoustic pressure
distributions over the interior planes inside the fuselage cavity. Reconstruction on these
interior planes can allow us to visualize the interior cavity modes.

For brevity, acoustic pressure reconstruction over the interior planes is shown in
figures 5.26, 5.27. 5.28, 5.29, 5.30, and 5.31 for 60 Hz, 165 Hz, 180 Hz, 205 Hz, 225 Hz
and 295 Hz. We can clearly visualize the acoustic pressure distributions for increasing
orders of interior modes with increasing frequency.

Bulkhead

Floor

Cockpit

Figure 5.26: Reconstructed acoustic pressure on fuselage interior planes 60 Hz.
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Figure 5.27: Reconstructed acoustic pressure on fuselage interior planes 165 Hz.

Bulkhead
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Figure 5.28: Reconstructed acoustic pressure on fuselage interior planes 180 Hz.
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Figure 5.29: Reconstructed acoustic pressure on fuselage interior planes 205 Hz.
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Figure 5.30: Reconstructed acoustic pressure on fuselage interior planes 225 Hz.
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Figure 5.31: Reconstructed acoustic pressure on fuselage interior planes 295 Hz.

5.7 Concluding remarks

Aircraft NVH has always been one of the primary concerns in the aerospace
industry because of ever-increasing demand of comfort and quietness. Oftentimes, the
noise source strengths due to jet engines and turbulence around the aircraft and their
transmission paths into the fuselage are unknown, which makes the analysis and
reduction of aircraft interior NVH very difficult. There is also a great demand to ascertain
the noise transmission in the exterior region and to reduce the flyby noise. Over the past
decade many efforts have been made to analyze noise transmission. Yet to date, there is
no single methodology that can be used to tackle these problems effectively.

Nearfield Acoustic Holography (NAH) followed by its commercial version
Spatial Transformation of Sound Fields3 (STSF) made an impressive foray in the noise
diagnostics area. NAH has been particularly successful analyzing sources that conform
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closely to the separable geometries. The reconstructions are very efficient, requiring only
seconds of computation time per frequency18. However, for arbitrary shaped sources,
Fourier transform based NAH fails to yield acceptable reconstruction accuracy. The NAH
and BEM based nearfield acoustic holography provides the solution for arbitrary
geometries, with a considerable sacrifice in computation time23. Further, this mating with
BEM introduces a whole new set of limitations discussed in Subchapter 1.4.

A new nearfield acoustic holography (NAH) technique called the Helmholtz
Equation Least-Squares (HELS) method was developed in 199719,20. The present work
discussed in this chapter primarily focuses on reconstructing the acoustic pressures in the
interior region of a highly non-spherical vibrating fuselage.

The HELS method assumes the acoustic field in the interior and exterior regions
to be a summation of certain wave functions. These wave functions may belong to
Cartesian, cylindrical, spherical, or other spheroidal coordinate systems. Though there is
no limitation on selecting the type of coordinate system and corresponding wave
functions, for most real-world applications, spherical wave functions provide the best
approximation of sound field around and within a 3D object. Furthermore, other
spheroidal functions have no closed form solutions. Equation 2.4 shows the application of
HELS method using spherical wave functions. The decision about the optimal number of
expansion functions has to be made for correct representation of the sound field. The
number of expansion terms cannot be too small or too large. Less number of expansion
terms may not be able to describe the field at all and too large a number induces errors
due to introduction of higher order terms. Errors in the input data are also responsible for
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blowout of the solution with high number of expansion terms. A collocation type scheme
discussed in Subchapter 5.3 has been used to decide upon the optimal number of terms.
The number of expansion terms is found to be higher for the higher frequency range and
vice versa for the low to mid-frequency domain.

The overall normal velocities, surface acoustic pressures, and normal acoustic
intensity on the interior surface of the fuselage of a Cessna XLS Aircraft in flight
condition were reconstructed. The reconstructed vibration response curves agree with
those at benchmark points except at the edges. The overall vibration patterns reflect the
fuselage design: the velocity amplitudes are small on frame but relatively large on panels.
Fuselage interior modes were also visualized and a clear increase in complexity of
interior modes can be seen with increase in frequency. Also, with one experimental
measurement of acoustic pressure, all three acoustic parameters (pressure, velocity, and
intensity) are reconstructed. These parameters can then be used for validating simulation
data from SEA and/or FEA models, for example. All validations in the interior region
have been performed over the enclosures that have rigid or completely reflective walls. In
other words, the sound field is reactive in nature. Thus we can conclude that the HELS
method provides satisfactory reconstruction results for completely reflective or reactive
sound field in the interior region.

During the course of this research a fully functional prototype of the HELS based
nearfield acoustic holography system has been developed. Some coarse details of this
system and its various hardware and software components are enlisted in Appendix-A.
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CHAPTER 6 – VISUALIZING JET PLUME NOISE USING THE MODIFIED
HELMHOLTZ EQUATION LEAST SQUARES METHOD
6.1 Introduction

Reduction of jet noise has always been one of the major topics of interest for the
commercial aviation industry, Department of Defense (DoD), and National Aeronautics
and Space Administration (NASA). Much effort has been devoted to enhancing the
performance of fighter jets while reducing noise levels of jet engines.47-49 Many methods
have been developed over the past several decades to measure and predict jet noise, such
as the infrared radiation (IR) imaging system to acquire real-time dynamic thermal
patterns of the exhaust jets from the engines,50 laboratory experiments of full-scale jets to
validate direct numerical simulations, large eddy simulations,51-54 and Reynolds averaged
Navier-Stokes codes.55 However, most of these studies are focused on fluid dynamics
because the acoustic source characteristics of jet plumes cannot be defined. This is due to
the difficulty in making a complete set of descriptive acoustic measurements
characterizing the size, intensity, directivity, and distribution of the acoustic source
strengths inside a jet plume. Another method employed uses far-field microphone
measurements to gain insight into the jet engine noise characteristics. Figure 6.1 shows
this measurement methodology.
Recently, NAH has been proposed to examine the acoustics characteristics of jet
plumes. However, conventional NAH technologies are not applicable for full-size jet
engines, because conventional NAH technologies rely either on taking Fourier transform
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in different domains over a surface that has a level of constant coordinates, or on solving
the Helmholtz integral formulations via boundary element method (BEM).

Figure 6.1: Jet noise measured by microphones placed in the far field is not helpful to gain insight into jet
noise.

On the other hand, jet plumes cannot be depicted by a level of constant
coordinates. Most importantly, Fourier transform based NAH is valid in a source-free
region only, whereas a jet plume itself signifies a continuous distribution of sources.
Therefore, there is no way for Fourier transform based NAH to analyze the acoustics
characteristics inside a jet plume. BEM based NAH is not suitable for this task because a
jet plume is not as well defined as solid structures. Figure 6.2 shows a typical jet engine
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and plume. Moreover, BEM based NAH will require an unrealistically high number of
measurement points, making it virtually useless for this project.

Figure 6.2: A typical jet engine and plume.

Unlike these conventional NAH implementations or the Fourier transform based
NAH, HELS formulations offer great flexibility in engineering applications. The main
reason is that HELS does not seek an exact solution of an acoustic field produced by an
arbitrarily shaped structure. Rather, HELS attempts to find the best approximation to an
acoustic field based on any given set of input data. So the more accurate the input data
are, the better the HELS results are. However, the original HELS formulations cannot be
used to analyze the acoustic characteristics of jet plumes. A better approach is to use the
modified HELS, which enables one to describe an acoustic field in terms of expansions
with respect to a number of points in space. In practice, one can distribute as many virtual
sources as needed to describe a sound field of interest.
In the proposed project, we plan to distribute a number of virtual sources that
represent monopoles, dipoles, and quadrupoles along the axis of symmetry of the jet
engine, and use them to approximate the resultant sound field. This approach can be very
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effective since the aerodynamically generated sounds consist primarily of contributions
from monopoles, dipoles, and quadrupoles.
6.2 Test Setup

Jet engine plume noise characteristics are reconstructed for one of the engines of a
passenger jet aircraft. The passenger jet was parked outside its hangar at Detroit City
Airport (Figure 6.3) and the jet engines were run at idle speed. This was because our
measurement microphones have limited dynamic ranges (40 – 122dB overall) and any
higher speeds will lead to exceeding that dynamic range limit in the near-field of the jet
engine plume. The sound field produced by this low-speed turbulent flow was shown to
be adequately described by using three different schemes of distributed virtual sources
along the axis of symmetry discussed in subchapter 6.3.

Figure 6.3: Passenger jet aircraft parked at Detroit City Airport.
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Arrays of microphones and stands were designed and built so that conformal
measurements of sound pressures could be taken around the jet plume. Two aluminum
rod rings were designed to hold microphone arrays. Diameters of these rings were
carefully determined so that microphones could be placed as close to the jet plume as
possible, yet without contaminations by turbulent flow from the jet nozzle. The diameters
of these two rings were 0.9m and 1.69m, respectively, whereas that of jet nozzle was
0.53m. 31 microphones were spaced at 0.077m and rotated along the rings at every 5.6°
over 360° range. This resulted in 1984 measurement points around the jet plume.
Measurements were taken continuously one after another while the jet engine was
running at idle speed.

Circular Rings
Microphone Array

Dnozzle=0.53m

Jet Nozzle

Figure 6.4: Test setup photograph showing the jet engine and microphone array used for measurement.
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Figure 6.4 shows the test setup used for acoustic pressure measurements around
the jet engine plume. Although every effort was made to ensure repeatability of acoustic
pressure measurements, the fluctuations in the jet engine acoustic signal over the data
acquisition time can be significant. To alleviate this problem, instead of measuring the
raw acoustic pressures, transfer functions, as described in Eq. 5.1 were measured. To
implement Eq.5.1, the reference microphone was placed right next to the jet nozzle. The
position of the reference microphone was chosen such that it was as close to the jet
nozzle as possible but still out of the jet plume flow. Also, the microphones were
protected from turbulence by using windscreens.

Dnozzle=0.53m

Benchmark
Microphones

Flow Direction

Reference
Microphone

Figure 6.5: Reference microphone setup at close range to the jet nozzle and benchmark microphone array
setup in the direction perpendicular to the jet flow.
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Figure 6.5 shows test setup for benchmark microphone array. It also shows the
location of reference microphone placed right next to the jet nozzle. This reference
microphone was kept at the same location throughout the test for all field and benchmark
acoustic pressure measurements. These setups allowed us to “stitch together” 64
individual microphone array measurements and simulate one big array measurement with
1984 microphones.

To validate the reconstructed acoustic pressures, benchmark pressures
perpendicular to the jet flow direction were taken as well. These benchmark array
microphones extend up to 4.5Dnozzle in the direction perpendicular to the flow as shown
in figures 6.5. Figure 6.6 shows a 3D representation of benchmark microphone array with
respect to the jet engine and field microphone measurement around the jet plume

H = 1.9Dnozzle

Benchmark
Array II

x

Benchmark
Array I

W = 4.5Dnozzle

Measurement locations

Jet Engine

Figure 6.6: Schematic of test measurement and validation process.
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6.3 Reconstruction Strategy

As discussed in chapter 2, the original HELS formulation is suitable for
reconstructing sound radiation from a vibrating structure that is stationary and well
defined in space. For an aerodynamically generated sound, such as that produced by
turbulent flow ejected from a jet nozzle, the conditions for applying the original HELS
method are not satisfied. For such a turbulent flow, the source locations and strengths are
not fixed in space and change with flow speed. Finding an exact solution for such a flow
becomes a challenge. As such, a new modified HELS formulation was introduced in
Chapter 3 which accounts for contributions from different sound generation mechanisms
such as monopoles, dipoles and quadrupoles. In addition, as compared to using one
virtual source for the original HELS method, the new methodology allows one to
distribute multiple virtual sources within or around the jet engine plume.

The locations of these virtual sources needs to be optimized to best approximate a
sound field produced by a target source. For a jet engine plume, these virtual sources
could be placed in the entire 3D space of the plume itself and they can be uniformly or
randomly distributed. For the current test, the jet engine is run at idle speed and it can be
safely assumed that all noise is produced by linear phenomena. This simplifies virtual
sources optimization process as the acoustic field could be described by simply
distributing sources along the axis of symmetry. Two different schemes are used, one
with uniformly distributed virtual sources and the other with virtual sources biased
towards the jet engine nozzle. For both these virtual source distribution schemes, virtual
sources are distributed along a length of up to 18 times the diameter of jet nozzle in the
flow direction.
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Lsource = 18Dnozzle

Figure 6.7: Schematic of 45 virtual sources distributed along the jet plume axis and biased towards the jet
nozzle. The virtual sources extend to approximately 18 times the diameter of jet nozzle

Lsource = 18Dnozzle

Figure 6.8: Schematic of 45 virtual sources distributed uniformly along the jet plume axis. The virtual
sources extend to approximately 18 times the diameter of jet nozzle

Figure 6.7 shows virtual source distribution scheme with 45 virtual sources biased
towards the jet engine nozzle and Figure 6.8 shows 45 virtual sources distributed
uniformly along the jet plume axis up to a distance equivalent to 18 times the diameter of
jet nozzle or approximately 9.5m.

Lsource = 4.6Dnozzle

Figure 6.9a: Schematic of 31 virtual sources distributed along the jet plume axis and biased towards the jet
nozzle. The virtual sources extend to approximately 4.6 times the diameter of jet nozzle.

In addition to the above two virtual source distribution schemes, another scheme
with a shorter length was used to reconstruct the acoustic pressures around the jet plume.
Figure 6.9a shows this scheme where 31 biased sources are placed on the jet plume axis
extending up to approximately 4.6 times the dimater of the jet nozzle. The virtual sources
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in this scheme extend slightly out of the measurment array which extends to 4.5 times the
jet nozzle diamter. This is depicted in Figure 6.9b.

Lmeas = 4.5Dnozzle

Figure 6.9b: Schematic of microphone measurements and 31 virtual sources distributed along the jet
plume axis and biased towards the jet nozzle. The measurement array extends to 4.5 times the diameter of
jet nozzle.

All 1984 microphone measurements are then used in Eq 3.2 and coefficients are
calculated by using the assumed form solution. The errors are minimized by using the
least-square error between the approximated reconstructed solution and the measured
acoustic pressures from the microphones in the microphone array similar to the
traditional HELS methodology discussed in subchapter 5.3.

The reconstructed and the measured acoustic pressures at the optimization
locations were then compared and ||L||2 norm errors were calculated using equation (2.20)
by replacing the benchmark pressures with measured acoustic pressures at the
optimization locations for all three virtual source distribution schemes discussed above.
Figure 6.10 shows comparison of ||L||2 norm errors for a frequency range of 900Hz to
6135Hz for the three different virtual source distribution schemes.
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Figure 6.10: Comparison of ||L||2 norm errors for different virtual source distribution schemes.

As is evident from Figure 6.10, the ||L||2 norm error curves for different virtual
source distribution schemes are nearly identical. Hence, any virtual source distribution
scheme should yield reconstruction results similar to the others. For brevity, the scheme
with 31 biased sources is chosen and results are presented henceforth based on this
scheme.
6.4 Validating Modified HELS Acoustic Model

Once the virtual source distribution scheme is chosen, the acoustic pressure
measurements around the jet plume are used to reconstruct acoustic pressures on the
benchmark locations (Figure 6.6) perpendicular to the flow direction of jet plume. Note
that these benchmark locations extend nearly 4.5 times the diameter of jet nozzle or
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approximately 2.4m into the far-field. In addition, the acoustic pressures are also
reconstructed back on to the measurement locations and compared to the measured
acoustic pressures. If good comparison is achieved at these benchmark locations, the
acoustic model based on modified HELS method will be considered validated.

Comparisons of measured and reconstructed acoustic pressures are made over the
entire measurement surface at 1984 locations and on 124 benchmark locations
perpendicular to the flow direction over the frequency range of 917Hz to 5168Hz in 1/24
octave bands. For brevity, a few of those comparisons are shown below. Figures 6.11,
6.12 and 6.13 show comparison of measured and reconstructed acoustic pressures at
microphone numbers 6, 20, and 24 for 9th measurement patch.

Comparison
Location

Figure 6.11: Comparison of measured and reconstructed acoustic pressures at field microphone location #6
on measurement patch # 9.
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Comparison
Location

Figure 6.12: Comparison of measured and reconstructed acoustic pressures at field microphone location
#20 on measurement patch # 9.

Comparison
Location

Figure 6.13: Comparison of measured and reconstructed acoustic pressures at field microphone location
#24 on measurement patch # 9.
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The comparisons of measureed and reconstructed acoustic pressures at field
microphone locations are very good, especially in the low to mid frequency range. This
means that the modified HELS based acoustic model is working and can be used next to
reconstruct on the benchamark microphone locations peropendicular to the flow
direction. Figures 6.14, 6.15, and 6.16 show comparison of measured and reconstructed
acooustic pressures at microphone numbers 20, 28, and 61 of the benchmark microphone
array I (Figure 6.6) closer to the jet nozzle.

Comparison
Location

Figure 6.14: Comparison of measured and reconstructed acoustic pressures at microphone location #20 on
the benchmark microphone array I closer to the jet nozzle.
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Comparison
Location

Figure 6.15: Comparison of measured and reconstructed acoustic pressures at microphone location #28 on
the benchmark microphone array I closer to the jet nozzle.

Comparison
Location

Figure 6.16: Comparison of measured and reconstructed acoustic pressures at microphone location #61 on
the first benchmark microphone array closer to the jet nozzle.
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As is evident from Figures 6.14, 6.15, and 6.16, the comparions for measured and
reconstructed acoustic pressures are very good throughout the computed frequency range.
Further, it should be noted that comparison quality is not affected and

does not

deteriorate with increasing distance from the jet nozzle along the perpendicular direction
for the first benchmark location array. Acoustic pressure comparisons are also made at
the benchmark array II (Figure 6.6) microphone locations. Figures 6.17, 6.18, 6.19, and
6.20 show the comparison of meaured and reconstructed acoustic pressures at
microphone numbers 1, 10, 48, and 61, respectively.

Comparison
Location

Figure 6.17: Comparison of measured and reconstructed acoustic pressures at microphone location #1 on
the second benchmark microphone array father from the jet nozzle.
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Comparison
Location

Figure 6.18: Comparison of measured and reconstructed acoustic pressures at microphone location #10 on
the second benchmark microphone array father from the jet nozzle.

Comparison
Location

Figure 6.19: Comparison of measured and reconstructed acoustic pressures at microphone location #48 on
the second benchmark microphone array father from the jet nozzle.
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Comparison
Location

Figure 6.20: Comparison of measured and reconstructed acoustic pressures at microphone location #61 on
the second benchmark microphone array father from the jet nozzle.

The comparison of measured and reconstructed acoustic pressures at benchmark
array II (Figure 6.6) in Figures 6.17, 6.18, 6.19, and 6.20 look very promising and further
validate the accuracy of acoustic model. Once again, the accuracy of reconstruction does
not deteriote as much with distance in the perpendicular direction. Infact, closer the
benchmark microphones are to the jet plume, less accurate is the reconstructed acoustic
pressures in the frequency bands from 3268Hz to 6168Hz. The reconstructed pressure in
these bands diverges from the meaured acoustic pressures with increase in frequency
(Figures 6.17 and 6.18). This could be because only monopoles and dipoles are used to
create the acoustic reconstruction model and they are not enough to appropriately account
for contribution from quadrupoles at higher fequencies in the near-field of jet plume. For
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the scope of this investigation, only reconstructioin with monopoles and dipoles is
performed. Reconstruction with quadrupoles will be conducted in the future.
6.5 Reconstruction of Acoustic Field inside the Jet Plume

It is emphasized that the proposed approach seeks to acquire the best
approximation of an acoustic field resulting from a turbulent flow ejected from a jet
nozzle, because the exact solution cannot be found. As such, our mathematical model
may not be perfect and may not account for all fluid dynamic effects. For example, the
turbulence eddies may expand and drift at a high speed after exiting the nozzle, and a
high Mach number will change the sound field. These effects can be accounted for if
particle velocities and hydrodynamic pressures are measured or are available as input.
Therefore, we decide to distribute a set of virtual sources inside a jet plume to describe an
overall sound field generated by a jet engine.

It must be noted that in the current investigation, the jet engine was run only at
idle speed and Mach numbers are significantly lower. This gives us an opportunity to
reconstruct within the jet plume by assuming low Mach numbers and minimal fluid
dynamic effects. Also, we may not need to take particle velocity and hydrodynamic
pressure measurements in the jet plume.

Once the modified HELS-based NAH technique was validated (Subchapter 6.4),
the sound field inside and outside the jet plume in the downstream direction were
calculated. In this case, we covered the sound field to 17 times the diameter of the jet
nozzle, consistent with most studies in turbulent flows even for a supersonic jet. In
particular, we sliced across the jet plume to visualize the source strength distributions
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inside the jet plume. Note that we can slice across the jet plume at any angle with any
increment in the azimuthal direction. This enables us to acquire a better understanding of
the acoustic characteristics of the jet plume and their source strength distributions. Figure
6.21 shows one such slice through the jet plume that extends to 17 times the diameter of
jet nozzle.
Jet Engine

z

y

Measurement
Surface

x

Predicted
Field

Figure 6.21: Schematic of jet nozzle, measurement and prediction regions.

The 1984 acoustic pressure measurements are then used to reconstruct on four
slices through the jet plume. Figures 6.22, 6.23, 6.24, 6.25, 6.26, and 6.27 show acoustic
pressure distribution on one slice through the jet plume for 1060Hz, 1122Hz, 1682Hz,
2378Hz, 4000Hz, and 5656Hz center frequency 1/24 octave bands, respectively.
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Lfield = 17.1Dnozzle

At 1060Hz
(1/24 Octave)

Figure 6.22: Visualization of acoustic pressure distribution of jet plume at 1060Hz center frequency 1/24
octave band.

Lfield = 17.1Dnozzle

At 1122Hz
(1/24 Octave)

Figure 6.23: Visualization of acoustic pressure distribution of jet plume at 1122Hz center frequency 1/24
octave band.
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Lfield = 17.1Dnozzle

At 1682Hz
(1/24 Octave)

Figure 6.24: Visualization of acoustic pressure distribution of jet plume at 1682Hz center frequency 1/24
octave band.

Lfield = 17.1Dnozzle

At 2378Hz
(1/24 Octave)

Figure 6.25: Visualization of acoustic pressure distribution of jet plume at 2378Hz center frequency 1/24
octave band.
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Lfield = 17.1Dnozzle

At 4000Hz
(1/24 Octave)

Figure 6.26: Visualization of acoustic pressure distribution of jet plume at 4000Hz center frequency 1/24
octave band.

Lfield = 17.1Dnozzle

At 5656Hz
(1/24 Octave)

Figure 6.27: Visualization of acoustic pressure distribution of jet plume at 5656Hz center frequency 1/24
octave band.
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The acoustic pressure distribution predictions seem to be plausible and seem to
represent expected flow in the jet plume but there is no data available to validate them.
The solution could be to compare predicted data to simulation data created by other
researchers. Time-averaged Streamwise velocity contours in vertical plane, from
Eastwood and Tucker65 (Figure 6.28), show excellent similarity to the acoustic pressure
field reconstructed by using the modified HELS formulations.

Figure 6.28: Time-averaged streamwise velocity contours in vertical plane, from Eastwood and Tucker65.

The methodology was further applied to 3 more slices within the jet plume and
acoustic pressure distributions were reconstructed. For brevity, visualizations on all 4
slices through the jet plume, for only two frequency bands are depicted. Figure 6.29 and
6.30 show reconstruction results for center frequencies of 1060Hz and 5656Hz 1/24
octave bands. It should be noted that, reconstruction results for all 4 slices are calculated
in only one computation and not 4 different computations for individual slices.
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Figure 6.29: Visualization of acoustic pressure distribution over 4 slices through jet plume at 1060Hz
center frequency 1/24 octave band.

Figure 6.30: Visualization of acoustic pressure distribution over 4 slices through jet plume at 5656Hz
center frequency 1/24 octave band.

This investigation shows that acoustic characteristics of jet plumes be depicted
adequately by superposition of distributed monopoles, dipoles, and quadrupoles. Results
demonstrate that the HELS-based NAH technology allows for visualization of the
acoustic characteristics of a jet plume such as the extent and directions of major and side
lobes. Since the measurements were taken around the jet plume, we could visualize the
acoustic characteristics of a jet plume on any cross section in the azimuthal direction.
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6.6 Future Work

The significance of the current research cannot be overstated because it yielded an
insightful understanding of the acoustics characteristics of jet plumes that cannot be
offered by conventional technologies. Comparing to all other related technologies, the
proposed modified HELS technology and its implementation seem to be uniquely suited
for analyzing the acoustics characteristics of a jet plume. The modified HELS based
NAH technology enables one to distribute any number of virtual sources of any type at
any location to describe an aerodynamically generated sound field. It allows for
visualizing the source strengths even inside the core plume based on the acoustic
pressures measured outside the plume.

It is the author’s belief that current application of modified HELS method has laid
a solid foundation for future work. Any further research should be directed towards the
following aspects to enhance the accuracy in analyzing the acoustics characteristics of jet
plumes.

1. Implementation for supersonic jet engines: Current setup has been implemented
for a subsonic jet engine. The next step should be to design a test setup with high
dynamic range and high maximum pressure limit microphones to implement this
methodology for supersonic jet engines.
2. Implementation of Modified HELS method for instantaneous acoustic pressure
reconstruction: Current investigation uses a 62 microphone array to take 1984
measurements around the jet plume. This is only possible because of the
assumption that the jet plume is populated with steady/stationary sources. In
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reality, however, the turbulence eddies inside the plume may expand and drift at a
high speed after exiting the nozzle, and a high Mach number will also change the
sound field. To capture and reconstruct these transient events within the jet plume,
one will need to take a large array of microphones that can cover the jet plume in
one measurement.
3. Improving the computation efficiency in the high-frequency regime: It will be
helpful to modify the HELS formulations so as to facilitate broadband
reconstruction. This will greatly speed up the efficiency of numerical computation
for analyzing jet noise up to 30 kHz.
4. Extending to moving NAH: Modify the HELS formulations to account for a
source convection motion. This is especially important in describing of a sound
field from a high-speed airflow as the high Mach number will greatly change a
sound field.
5. As shown in the case study of propeller noise test discussed above, the modified
HELS formulation was able to reduce the effect of reflections from ground. With
lessons learnt from this research future researchers may need to modify it further
to extend the methodology to include the effects of typical features of an aircraft
carrier deck, such as a Jet Blast Deflector (JBD) and superposition of multiple jet
streams.
6. Optimize the number of input data points needed during this investigation and
develop a practical prototype procedure/methodology that can be implemented
with minimum effort and yield accurate source characterization.
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7. Optimizing Virtual Source Locations and Number: The proposed technology
signifies an extension of the HELS method that can account for contributions
from different sound generation mechanisms such as monopoles, dipoles,
quadrupoles, and enable one to distribute these virtual sources anywhere in the
space. The locations of the virtual sources can be optimized to best approximate a
sound field produced by a target source. In the current investigation, only three
different virtual source schemes were implemented that seemed to be appropriate
approximation for sources in a slow speed jet plume. In practice however, the
algorithm should be able to identify an optimal virtual source distribution scheme
automatically. An iterative process can be used to achieve this. For example, we
take a set of virtual sources on a surface Γ, use the modified HELS formulation to
reconstruct the acoustic pressures at the measurement points, and minimize
reconstruction errors with respect to measurement data by using least squares.
Next, we change the locations of the virtual sources and repeat the reconstruction
process and carry out the iteration steps until the errors is minimal. The resultant
locations of the virtual sources are said to be optimized with respect to the set of
collected data.
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APPENDIX-A: HARDWARE COMPONENTS OF THE HELS SYSTEM
A.1 Introduction

The HELS method has proved to be an extremely flexible nearfield acoustic
holography tool in the numerical validations carried over the interior surface of a
vibrating cavity. The experiments carried out in the exterior region during initial stages of
development have also validated the viability and accuracy of the HELS methodology13.
Though, the data acquisition has been painstaking and cumbersome. Thus, the onus lies
on carving out a set of hardware apparatus that matches the functionality of this
methodology and at the same time keeps the costs low.
Keeping this in mind, a hardware scheme was developed for application of the
HELS method to engineering problems. This system may be divided into four major
subsystems. These are:
1. 3D Sonic Digitizer for acquiring the coordinates of the field microphones.
2. A 64-microphone array to gather the acoustic field information along with
the sensor signal conditioners that provide signal conditioning and antialiasing filtering.
3. Data acquisition modules for processing the analog microphone signals
and storing the acoustic pressure data onto the computer hard disk.
4. The software components: the HELS program, that processes the acquired
acoustic pressures to compute the unknown acoustic parameters at the
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desired locations, and post-processing software packages for better
visualization of the computed results.

Figure A.1: Schematic of the hardware components of the HELS system and data flow.

A.2 3D Sonic Digitizer for Acquiring Field Microphone Coordinates

Sonic digitizers measure the time delay between an impulse from a sound emitter
and the detection of the signal by a sound receiver. If the speed of sound is known or
measured, then the distance between the emitter and the receiver is simply the time delay
multiplied by the speed of sound. If a sound wave travels from a single emitter to three or
more receivers of known orientation, and the speed of this sound wave and the time
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duration between the emitter and each receiver are known, then it is possible to calculate
the location of that emitter in three-dimensional space.

Figure A.2: Schematic of the 3D Sonic Digitizer components.

While the sonic digitizer offers the advantage of being able to digitize any
material, including metals, there are some practical limitations that need to be observed.
Every emitter/receiver combination being used requires a direct line of sight. In other
words, an object directly between an emitter and any receivers listening to the emitter
will disrupt the digitizing process. Thus, the probe emitters must face the detector array.
The higher the degree to which the speed of sound is measured, the higher the
level of digitized accuracy will be. The 3D Sonic Digitizer supports two types of real-
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time speed of sound compensation. These methods measure the speed of the digitizing
environment at the time of digitizing (real time):
•

Probe compensation works well in 1 Meter Mode volumes and requires
less hardware that the following pilot method. Probe compensation relies
on knowing the distance between the two probe emitters and interactively
adjusting the speed of sound until the digitized distance between the
emitters is correct.

•

Pilot compensation is more accurate, particularly in larger volumes, than
probe compensation. Present experimental setup uses pilot compensation
for calculation of speed of sound. Pilot compensation uses an emitter fixed
at a calibrated distance from a receiver. Each time the offset probe is
digitized, the pilot distance may also be digitized allowing calculation of
the current speed of sound. It should be noted that differences in the speed
of sound between the calibration bar location and the offset probe location
due to thermal gradients or other factors can influence the accuracy of the
compensation method.

The schematic in Figure A-2 shows the components of the 3D Sonic Digitizer
system.
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A.3 ICP® Microphone Cartridge Model No. TMS130C10 and Pre-Amplifier Model
Nos. TMS130P10 & TMS130P11

The ICP® Microphone Cartridge employs an electric condenser microphone as its
sensing element. The 130C10 mates with the 130P10 and 130P11 preamplifiers by a 1032 microdot connection. The outputs of 130P10 or 130P11 is wired to an intermediate
patch panel and then to the ICP® sensor signal conditioner. The nominal microphone
sensitivity is 25 mV/Pa. The complete list of technical specifications is provided in Table
A.4. For this study the TMS 130P10 was used as the pre amplifier.

Figure A.3: The ICP® Microphone Cartridge Model No. TMS130C10 and Pre-Amplifier Model No.
TMS130P10.
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Figure A.4: Features and technical specifications of ICP® Microphone Cartridge Model No.
TMS130C10 and Pre-Amplifier Models No. TMS130P10 & TMS130P11.

A.4 Microphone Data Acquisition (An Introduction to PXI)

The primary concern for any data acquisition system is its interface with a
computer. A better interface leads to better data interpretation and acquisition
capabilities. PCI (Peripheral Component Interconnect) devices seem to provide the best
solution for low channel data acquisition. On the other hand, for high channel data
acquisition, due to low count of PCI buses on the standard desktop computers the use of
conventional PCI devices is prohibitive. Thus, for high volume data handling, a more
robust, and preferably, a standalone device is required for a diminished burden on the
computer hardware structure. The solution is presented by PCI eXtensions for
Instrumentation (PXI). PXI modular instrumentation delivers a PC-based, standardized,
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high-performance measurement and automation system. Some obvious advantages of
PXI instrumentation are:
•

Superior software and hardware integration

•

Widest selection of measurement hardware -- DAQ, instruments, vision,
and motion

•

Real-time performance with LabVIEW Real-Time

•

Lower overall system costs

A.4.1 PXI Chassis

The major component of a PXI system is the PXI chassis that can hold the
standard PXI/CompactPCI modules from hundreds of vendors. Limiting this discussion
to the present study, the general purpose NI PXI-1006 chassis manufactured by
theNational Instruments was used as the base of the data acquisition system. Figure A.5
shows a PXI-1006 chassis with different measurement modules. The major features and
specifications of this chassis are as follows:
•

Full-featured 18-slot chassis for high-module-count applications.

•

3U PXI and CompactPCI modules accepted

•

Multiple power supply options

•

Optional battery backup

•

Remote power inhibit and monitoring.
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Figure A.5: A representative photograph of an 18 slot PXI-1006 chassis.

A.4.2 Data Acquisition Modules

The Dynamic Signal Acquisition Cards, NI-4472, were used as the measurement
modules fitted inside the PXI-1006 chassis. A picture of one of the cards is shown in
Figure A.6. A total of 8 NI-4472s equivalent to a 64-channel data acquisition platform
were used for this investigation. The main features and specifications of the NI-4472
Dynamic Signal Acquisition module based PXI system are as follows:
•

64 simultaneously sampled analog input channels (with 8 modules)

•

24-bit resolution

•

120 dB dynamic range

•

AC/DC coupling

•

NI-DAQ software for Windows 2000/NT/Me/9x

The NI PXI-4472 is combined with the Sound and Vibration Toolset provided by
the National Instruments to perform accurate frequency measurement analysis.
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Figure A.6: An 8-channel PXI NI-4472 Dynamic Signal Acquisition module.

A.4.3 MXI-3 Link for PC Control of PXI Chassis

MXI-3 is a new technology that brings the fastest and most flexible PC extension
technology to PXI/CompactPCI. MXI-3 gives PCs direct control of PXI/CompactPCI via
a software and hardware transparent link with speeds approaching 100 Mbytes/s over
distances up to 200 meters. Thus, you can now use a PC instead of an embedded
computer to control your PXI/CompactPCI modules, reducing your overall system cost.
The same technology extends existing PXI/CompactPCI systems to secondary chassis
providing more available slots for I/O.
The PXI-PCI-8330 series kit includes one half size PCI-8330 plug-in board,
which is installed on the computer; one 3U-size PXI-8330 module, which is installed in
the PXI/Compact PCI chassis; and a flexible MXI-3 cable. The MXI-3 cable serves as a
link between the PC and the PXI/compact PCI system. Figure A.7 shows the major
components of the MXI-3 link and how it is connected to the computer and a PXI
chassis.
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Figure A.7: The major components of the MXI-3 link and how they are connected to the PXI Chassis
and the computer terminal.

A.5 Calibration of Microphones

Different calibration instruments were used for calibrating the microphone analog
output and also the phase of the microphones with the reference signal (white noise in
this case).
A.5.1 G.R.A.S. Pistonphone Type 42AA

The type 42AA (Figure A.8) is a precision sound source for calibration of
microphones. The pistonphone is battery operated and produces a constant sound
pressure level of 114 dB equal to 10 Pa at 250 Hz or 105.4 dB(A). All 42AA are within
0.1 dB from the nominal value and are delivered with individual calibration chart. The
pistonphone includes barometer for class 1 static pressure corrections. For class 0 static
pressure corrections a precision barometers is needed. The pistonphone can be used both
for field checks of complete measurement systems and for laboratory calibration of
measurement microphones. The features and specifications are given in Figure A.9.
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Figure A.8: G.R.A.S Pistonphone type 42AA and Octopus adapter type RA0025.

Figure A.9: Features and technical specifications of G.R.A.S Pistonphone type 42AA.

A.5.2 Larson Davis Model CAL 291 Residual Intensity Calibrator

The accuracy of the reconstruction is strongly dependent upon the phase
measurement accuracy between field microphones and the reference signal. No phase
measuring devices are available but an intensity calibrator may serve the required
purpose. For direct calibration or verification of the accuracy of a sound intensity
measurement system, IEC 1043 and ANSI S1.9 call for the use of a sound intensity
calibrator which delivers to the probe microphones the simulated intensities at a specified
temperature, atmospheric pressure and nominal microphone separation. For this
investigation, phase difference between the reference (white noise) signal and the probe
microphones was measured using the intensity calibrator and stored in ASCII format to
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be used by LabView VIs (Virtual Instruments) for signal processing. Figure A.10 shows
a photograph of the calibrator.
The main features of the Residual Intensity Calibrator are:
•

Applies the same signal with zero phase difference to a pair of 1/2" or 1/4"
microphones

•

Driven by external signal generators

•

Amplifier provides signal levels to 127 dB

Other technical specifications are listed in Figure A.11

Figure A.10: Larson Davis model CAL 291 residual intensity calibrator.
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Figure A.11: Technical specifications for Larson Davis model CAL 291 residual intensity calibrator.
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APPENDIX-B: PROCESSING AND VISUALIZATION SOFTWARE
B.1 Introduction

The output signals from the sensor signal conditioners are analog in nature and
are converted into digital format by the NI PXI-4472 dynamic signal acquisition
modules. The data thus recorded is in time-domain but the HELS methodology used for
this investigation requires the acoustic pressure data at discrete frequencies. Thus some
software modules are required to perform Fast Fourier Transforms (FFT) to convert the
time signals into a more refined frequency data. The LabView software package
distributed by the National Instruments seemed to be the obvious choice because of its
seamless interface with the data acquisition hardware and easy availability of FFT and
windowing routines. Furthermore, some customized routines for sound and vibration
computations were also available in the LabView Sound and Vibration Toolset.
For acquiring field microphone locations, 3D digitizer Freept3D software and
driver were used as an interface between the control box and the computer terminal. The
digitizer software gives the coordinates of the digitized point either in Microsoft Excel
format or in ASCII format. Another commendable feature of this software is “keyboard
emulation”. This feature allows the coordinates to be written in any text input software as
per the format given by the user. A near seamless connection was formed with a
LabView program written to acquire the field microphone locations by employing this
feature.
Thus, all the hardware components were controlled by the VIs written in
LabView and the whole HELS system was controlled through a single GUI window. This
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increases the viability of the system as it reduces the dependability on specialized
personnel.
The acoustic pressure data over the user defined frequency range processed by
LabView is then taken as input to the HELS program and the acoustic parameters are
reconstructed over the desired locations. For brevity, the details of LabView and HELS
programming are not provided in this thesis. However, some screenshots of block
diagrams of VIs used to process the data are shown as follows. VIs were also created for
visualization of acoustic parameter’s distribution. Screenshots of such VIs are also
presented.
B.2 Modified HELS Processing VI Block diagrams

The output signals from the sensor signal conditioners are analog in nature and
are converted into digital format by the NI PXI-4472 dynamic signal acquisition
modules. The data thus recorded is in time-domain but the HELS methodology used for
this investigation requires the acoustic pressure data at discrete frequencies. Thus some
software modules are required to perform Fast Fourier Transforms (FFT) to convert the
time signals into a more refined frequency data. The LabView software package
distributed by the National Instruments seemed to be the obvious choice because of its
seamless interface with the data acquisition hardware and easy availability of FFT and
windowing routines. Furthermore, some customized routines for sound and vibration
computations were also available in the LabView Sound and Vibration Toolset.
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Figure B.1: Block diagram of the VI that creates the

Φ f matrix in Eq 3.3a

Figure B.2: Block diagram of the VI that calculates coefficients and reconstructs acoustic pressure at a
given frequency.
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Figure B.3a: Block diagram of the VI that prepares measured data for processing and calculates
coefficients and reconstructs acoustic pressure for a given frequency range.

Figure B.3b: Block diagram of the VI that prepares measured data for processing and calculates
coefficients and reconstructs acoustic pressure for a given frequency range.
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Figure B.3c: Block diagram of the VI that prepares measured data for processing and calculates
coefficients and reconstructs acoustic pressure for a given frequency range.

B.3 Visualization Software Interface

Visualization software modules were also created for post-processing of acoustic
field distribution data generated by HELS and modified HELS algorithms. Two different
interfaces were created for stationary and non-stationary data post processing. Figure
B.4a shows the main user interface screen of visualization module for stationary data.
Figure B.4b shows the main interface for post-processing time-varying data and figure
B.4c shows the main interface for post-processing data that varies with rpm of rotating
machinery. For brevity, only the GUIs of visualization software are shared in this work.
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Distribution Plot at
Cursor Location

Figure B.4a: User interface for visualizing stationary data. Notice that the contour plot corresponds to the
cursor frequency location in the SPL spectra under it.

Distribution Plot at
Cursor Location

Figure B.4b: User interface for visualizing time-varying data. Notice that the contour plot corresponds to
the frequency and time instant cursor location in the STFT spectrogram on the left.
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Distribution Plot at
Cursor Location

Figure B.4c: User interface for visualizing rpm-varying data measured for rotating machinery. Notice that
the contour plot corresponds to the frequency and RPM cursor location in the STFT spectrogram on the
left.
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In today’s competitive aerospace industry, the quest for quiet has drawn
significant attention to both the interior and exterior design of an airplane. Understanding
the noise generation mechanisms of a jet aircraft is a crucial first step toward developing
the most cost-effective noise and vibrations abatement methods. In this investigation, the
Helmholtz Equation Least Squares (HELS) based nearfield acoustic holography will be
used to understand noise transmission caused by jet engine and turbulence into the
fuselage of a jet aircraft cruising at 30,000 ft.
Modern propulsive jet engines produce exterior noise sources with a high
amplitude noise field and complicated characteristics, which makes them very difficult to
characterize. In particular, there are turbulent eddies that are moving through the jet at
high speeds along the jet boundary. These turbulent eddies in the shear layer produce a
directional and frequency dependent noise. The original HELS approach assumes a
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spherical source at the origin and computes the acoustic field based on spherical emission
from this source. This assumption of one source at the origin is not sufficient to
characterize a complex source like a jet. As such, a modified HELS approach is
introduced that will help improve the source characterization as it is not dependent on a
single source at the origin but a number of virtual sources throughout the space. Custom
microphones are created to take acoustic pressure measurements around the jet engine.
These measured acoustic pressures are then taken as input to the modified HELS
algorithm to visualize the noise pattern of a subsonic jet engine.
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